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One method for exploring neurobiology is to build analogue integrated circuits 
which are then used as models for developing and testing theories of the brain. 
The original motivation for the use of analogue integrated circuits was the concept 
of a physical equivalence between field-effect transistors operating in the weak-
inversion region and ion channels permitting ion conductance through the neur-
onal membrane. The concept of physical equivalence is examined, with respect 
to both the physical processes occurring in ion channels and transistors and the 
equivalences that can be found between neurobiology and models of neurobio-
logy. Changes in ion conductance are the basis for the transmission of electrical 
impulses in neurons and nervous systems. For the transmission to benefit, or 
at least not harm, the chances of survival for the organism's genetic material, 
it must be capable of adapting to changing environment. It has been suggested 
that ion channels undergoing electrokinesis along the neuronal membrane are a 
component of intraneuronal adaptation. Analogue integrated circuitry is built to 
represent the neuronal membrane, a population of dendritic N-type Ca' chan-
nels and intraneuronal adaptation. This is used to link the electrokinesis theory 
with recent observations of ion channel behaviour, specifically the ion channel 
gating mechanism, gating modes and transitions between them. The effect of 
gating in ion channels on the overall output of a neuron is examined and the cir-
cuitry is shown to perform a simple adaptation task. The conclusions drawn from 
the work include support for adhering to the concept of physical equivalence in 
analogue integrated circuit design for exploring neurobiology and the possibility 
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Chapter 1 
Explorations of Neurobiology with 
Analogue ICs - Introduction 
Many methods have been used to make explorations of neurobiology. This thesis 
describes the use of analogue integrated circuits to investigate neurobiological 
phenomena and to make predictions about these phenomena that can be directly 
verified by physiological experimentation. This method for exploring neurobio-
logy is known as neuromorphic engineering. How and why this method came 
about is described in Chapter 2 of this thesis, but perhaps the most intuitive way 
of introducing it is to describe what it is not. 
• It is not about constructing artificial neural networks. It is considered that 
explorations of this new branch of statistics are not well-matched with ana-
logue integrated circuit implementation. More significantly, it is believed 
that artificial neural networks are not well-matched with explorations of 
neurobiology. 
• It is not about applications-driven electrical engineering, though this pos-
sibility is not precluded. 
1 
2 Chapter 1. Explorations of Neurobiology with Analogue ICs - Introduction 
• It is not about proposing that what the brain does is analogue computation, 
or any other form of mathematics, even if this emerges as a convenient way 
to describe it. 
The particular area of neurobiology being explored is that of nonsynaptic ion 
channel behaviour - the intraneuronal, or intrinsic properties of a neuron. 
1.1 Ion Channels and Intraneuronal Adaptation 
The movement of ions through ion channels is the primary source of alterations 
in the membrane potential of a neuron.[3] These alterations are the basis of a 
neuron's behaviour, whether that behaviour be extracting signals from noise,[4] 
performing logical operations,[5] placing an organism's nervous system on the 
brink of dynamic instability,[6] or any of the other behaviours talked of in the 
introductions to neuroscientific texts. For all of these behaviours, it is agreed that 
a neuron needs somehow to establish and maintain a population of ion channels 
with distribution and densities most appropriate for the present environment, 
and to adapt to any future environment. Whilst adaptation and learning are 
traditionally looked at on an interneuronal level, there is sufficient evidence for 
intraneuronal processes such as ion channel adaptation occurring, to make it a 
reasonable topic for research. 
This research requires a model of ion channels that is dependent on the most 
recent structural and physiological evidence, and these findings are incorporated 
into analogue integrated circuitry, as much as this medium will allow. Specifically, 
the nature of ion channel gating is included. This model is then placed within 
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the "channel space" framework proposed by Bell[7,8] - the primary hypothesis 
here being that ion channels can move laterally in the membrane, in a manner 
dependent on their gating state. In addition, the proximity of ion channels to 
each other can influence the gating state. This framework of gating and lateral 
diffusion provides a mechanism for ion channel adaptation. This framework is 
then linked to recent elect rophysiological findings that certain ion channels pos-
sess at least three distinct gating modes[2],[1] and suggests that this observation 
is the result of the lateral diffusion of neighbouring ion channels. 
Analogue integrated circuitry was designed to implement these phenomena. Based 
upon the 1991 Mahowald and Douglas "Silicon Neuron" [9], this IC represents the 
activation, inactivation and time-dependent variables of ion channel conductances 
according to the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism.[10] The first stage was the redesign 
of the silicon neuron for an alternative fabrication process and the second was to 
design and fabricate novel circuitry to represent ion channels with gating modes 
and the capacity to adapt from a non-conducting to a conducting membrane. 
The significance of this work is threefold: 
• Firstly, it provides support for the feasibility of alterations in ion channel 
gating affecting the overall behaviour of a neuron, and for this to be a 
mechanism for intraneuronal adaptation. 
• Secondly, it demonstrates that it is feasible to implement ion channels in 
analogue integrated circuitry, using data from neurophysiological studies, 
to a level of detail sufficient to investigate the process of intraneuronal 
adaptation. 
LI Chapter 1. Explorations of Neurobiology with Analogue [Cs - Tnt rocluction 
Thirdly, that explorations of neurobiology with analogue integrated cir-
cuitry allow predictions to he made that can he experimentally verified. 
Chapter 2 - Ion Channels and Physically Equivalent Devices 
Chapter 2 introduces the neuromorphic engineering field, providing examples of 
work, from that of Carver Mead in the mid-1980's[ll], to work presented at a 
1997 European Workshop on Neuromorphic Systems.[12] It discusses one of the 
motivations Mead cites for his work - the notion of field-effect transistors as 
physically equivalent to ion channels, and the extent to which this is the case. 
Though none of the examples presented in this chapter adheres strictly to the 
notion of physical equivalence, it is a recurring theme throughout this thesis and 
one to which the thesis returns at the conclusion. 
Chapter 3 - Neurobiological Description: Levels of Equivalence 
Chapter 3 introduces the possibility of equivalences other than the physical. This 
requires discussion of levels of description, as proposed by the psychologist David 
Marr,[13] and others subsequently. [14,15] Explicit reference to the notion of levels 
within the neuromorphic engineering community is rarely made.{16] There are 
definite advantages to working within formal and semi-formal frameworks such 
as this. These are described, and an example of such a framework provided. 
Some disadvantages are also mentioned - there is still debate over whether form-
alisation is either necessary or desirable. Whatever conclusions are drawn, it is 
considered beneficial at least to articulate the considerations before embarking 
on the modelling and implementation itself. 
Chapter 4 - Neurobiological and Silicon Neurons 
Several varieties of neuron model are presented, including a description of the 
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Hodgkin-Huxley model for neuronal membrane conductance and its in silico in-
stantiation - the Mahowald and Douglas "Silicon Neuron" design. Models that 
incorporate a dendritic structure are then presented, and finally Chapter 4 de-
scribes the development of ion channel models, from the minimal account of them 
as selectively permeable pores in the membrane, to models with gating structure 
and physiology. These are the features to be incorporated in the neuromorphic 
ion channels described in this thesis. 
Chapter 5 - Ion Channel Gating and Adaptation 
This chapter presents elect rophysiologi cal experiments that revealed the gating 
modes of N-type C a++ channels. It discusses how these gating modes are de-
scribed, by classical kinetics, structural description and, more recently, by nonlin-
ear dynamics.[17] It then presents experiments that revealed the lateral diffusion, 
or electrokinesis of ion channels in the neuronal membrane and discusses the sig-
nificance of these findings. Bell's "Channel Space" framework is introduced and 
here the phenomenon of gating modes is linked with that of electrokinesis. 
Chapter 6 - Silicon Neurons: Experimental Work and Application 
This chapter describes the first stage of implementing neuromorphic ion chan-
nels. It was necessary to fabricate silicon neurons with the fabrication process 
available which was different from the fabrication process used by Mahowald 
and Douglas.[9] Results from simulation and implementation are presented. The 
thesis then explores the possibility of using the neurons to control, via central 
pattern generation, locomotor gaits and gait transition in a simple quadruped 
robot.[18] Some ways in which intraneuronal adaptation could he relevant to this 
work are suggested. 
Chapter 7 - Neuromorphic Ion Channels: Experimental Work 
6 Chapter 1. Explorations of Neurobiology with Analogue ICs - Introduction 
This chapter describes the main part of the experimental work - The design and 
implementation of novel circuits to represent gated ion channel circuitry and res-
ults from simulation and implementation of these circuits.[19] This includes a 
simple adaptation task, outlined by Bell. [7] The chapter concludes with a discus-
sion of the results, the predictions made possible by this work and suggestions 
for further work. 
Chapter 8 - Explorations of Neurobiology with Analogue ICs - Con-
clusions 
The final chapter provides a summary of conclusions from the previous chapters, 
and possibilities for further work, on ion channels, adaptation and explorations 
of neurobiology with analogue integrated circuitry. 
Appendix A - Modification of AnaLOG for the Mietec 2.um Process 
This appendix describes the simulation tool, AnaLOG[20], and how it was mod-
ified for the Mietec 2.4im fabrication process. 
Appendix B - Technical Details: Silicon Neurons 
This appendix describes the technical details required to fabricate silicon neurons 
in the Mietec 2.4gm process. It includes circuit diagrams and layout plans for 
each of the subcells, and details of the test circuitry and experimental setup. 
Appendix C - Technical Details: Neuromorphic Ion channels 
This appendix describes the technical details required to fabricate adaptable ion 
channel circuits in the Mietec 2.4gm process. It includes circuit diagrams and 
layout plans for the channel circuits, their summation and adaptation. 
Chapter 2 
Ion Channels and Physically Equivalent 
Devices 
2.1 Introduction 
The chapter begins with a brief introduction to neuromorphic engineering as syn-
thetic neurobiology and then discusses physical equivalence and adaptive proper-
ties. The earliest direct ancestor of the work described in this thesis is that carried 
out by Carver Mead's group at Caltech during the mid to late 1980's.[11] The 
original motivation for Mead's work is the notion that field-effect transistors are 
subject to the same physical processes, namely those described by Boltzmann's 
distribution, as ion channels in the neuronal membrane. The chapter discusses 
this physical equivalence; the extent to which it is the case and the implications 
for neuromorphic engineering in general. This chapter concludes by presenting 
the work of this thesis, along with other descendants of the Caltech group's work, 
in the form of an "evolutionary tree" diagram. This, by no means exhaustive, 
collection of neuromorphic engineering examples, helps place the work in context 
with the rest of the field. 
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2.2 Synthetic Neurobiology 
It is not the intention of this thesis to explore the philosophical basis for the meth-
odology of neuromorphic engineering, except to acknowledge, that a methodology 
should be aware of issues in the philosophy of science, such as epistemologies and 
paradigms. This thesis does not claim that the work described herein could only 
he carried out using a neuromorphic (hardware-based) methodology, but only 
that arguments do exist for the validity of the approach. One argument, adapted 
from Harnad[21], is outlined as follows: 
• Neuromorphic engineering is an example of synthetic neurobiology,[22] whereas 
software-based modelling is an example of virtual neurobiology. 
• Virtual neurobiology is an arbitrary, ungrounded symbol system.' This is 
an objection that synthetic neurobiology does not have to address. The 
only question that remains is how close an equivalence is required in order 
for synthetic neurobiology to "capture" neurobiology. 
• Equivalence is a matter of physics. In the case of neuromorphic engin-
eering, is there a physical process in silicon that is equivalent to one in 
neurobiology? 
• Neurobiological life has adaptive properties. Therefore synthetic neurobio-
logical life must have adaptive properties. 
'According to Hamad, an ungrounded system is one in which the connection between 
symbols and what they are about is dependent on an external interpreter. 
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Hamad's notion of equivalence is what Mead believed he had found between the 
processes occurring in field-effect transistors and the processes occurring in ion 
channels.' Equivalence and adaptive properties are discussed in the following two 
sections. 
2.3 Physical Equivalence 
Mead makes several claims for the appropriateness of silicon analogue VLSI as 
a medium for representing, investigating and applying neurobiology. This thesis 
will not discuss his claims relating to power consumption, fault tolerance and 
other pragmatic considerations[23], as these have not yet come to fruition. The 
discussion of motivations is restricted to the following statement of Mead's, ap-
pearing in his 1989 book[11]. This is said to provide "A simple, unifying perspect-
ive within which the function of either technology [neurobiology or silicon] can be 
visualized, described and analyzed. " : 
"The operation of elementary devices in both technologies can be described by the 
aggregate behaviour of electrically charged entities interacting with energy barri-
ers. In both cases, the rate at which dynamic processes take place is determined 
by the energy due to random thermal motion of the charged entities, which is 
accurately described by the Boltzmann distribution." 
The discussion is restricted to this statement because it is the only one that 
2 0f course, electrical circuit theory and electrically equivalent circuits have been 
used for a long time in neurobiology to describe the basic electrical properties of neur-
ons. Mead's equivalence, however, exists at a. less abstract level. 
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includes the notion of equivalence. The formal significance of this is described in 
Chapter 3. Here, the physical basis of the statement is explored. The following 
subsection is adapted from Mead's hook.[11] 
2.3.1 Particles in Motion 
In both neurobiological and electronic systems, the movement of an individual 
particle is determined by thermal motion. Particles will experience collisions 
at random intervals. The average time between collisions is the mean free time. 
After a collision, the particle moves in a random direction with a random velocity. 
If the particle.is subject to some force, it will accelerate towards or away from that 
source. The acceleration will cause a net change in the position of the particle. 
The drift of a collection of particles is the net change in position per mean free 
time. Again, in both neurobiological and electronic systems, there are spatial 
gradients in the concentrations of particles. Diffusion describes the movement 
of particles from regions of higher density to regions of lower density, at a rate 
proportional to the gradient. The distribution of particles within a neuron or a 
transistor is the result of a balance: particles will tend to drift in the direction of 
electrostatic attraction, creating a potential gradient, whilst diffusion will tend 
to move to counteract this accumulation of particles. 
Particles in Ion Channels 
In neurons, the membrane potential at which particles (ions) are at equilibrium is 
known as the Nernst potential. This involves N a+, K+ and Cl- ions. These ions 
diffuse in the direction of the chemical gradient and drift in the direction of the 
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electrical gradient. Eventually, the membrane reaches a potential at which the 
chemical gradient of the ions balances the electrical gradient. The Boltzmann dis-
tribution describes the exponential decrease in the density of particles in thermal 
equilibrium with the potential gradient, in this case, between extra- and intracel-
lular spaces. The membrane potential alters the permeability of the membrane 
to ions in such a way that the diffusion of ions through the membrane is an 
exponential function of the membrane potential. 3 
Particles in Field-Effect Transistors 
Silicon can be doped with elements that are donors or acceptors of electrons, 
producing regions that contain charge carriers. These make up the source and 
drain of a transistor. They are separated by a material, known as the channel, on 
top of which is a control electrode that forms the gate region. Particles (charge 
carriers) diffuse from the source to the drain. At the same time, should particles 
be added to the gate region, electrostatic effects will result in drift away from the 
channel, allowing more particles to diffuse from the source to the drain. As in the 
case of the neuron, the Boltzmann distribution describes the exponential decrease 
in the density of particles in thermal equilibrium with the potential gradient, in 
this case, in the channel region and, also like the neuron, the diffusion through the 
channel is an exponential function of a potential, in this case, the gate potential. 
In classical electronics, this all occurs below the threshold for conduction of the 
main "population" of charge carriers in the channel. This operating region is 
therefore known as subthreshold, or weak inversion. Figure 2-1 shows a cross- 
3 1t can also be a function of the intracellular C a++ concentration, mechanical de-
flection or light intensity 
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section of an n-type MOSFET. It shows the source and drain regions connected 
by the conducting channel. 
... 	 . 	,... 	. 
.1 
Figure 2-1: Cross-section of an n-type MOSFET 
There are some ways in which the processes described above, for transistors and 
neurobiological membranes, differ from each other. The exponential function of 
ion channels is steeper than that of transistors, the reasons for this are explained 
in Chapter 4. It is the current through a population of ion channels that is an 
exponential function of the membrane potential. 
A Nonlinear Dynamical Explanation 
Before moving on to the topic of adaptive properties, it is worthwhile to mention 
that there is an alternative way to describe the processes of drift and diffusion in 
neurobiological membranes and transistors, and that is as nonlinear dynamical 
systems. In this account, the ion channel protein, and hence the channel of the 
transistor, can be characterised by a potential energy function. This energy is a 
measure of drift and diffusion. Stable ion channel protein structures correspond 
to a local minimum in the energy. When an ion channel switches between states 
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(open and closed), it rises out of the energy minimum of one state, crosses an en-
ergy barrier, and descends into the energy minimum of the other state. Likewise, 
charge in the source and drain regions of a transistor correspond to local minima, 
and charge flowing through the transistor channel crosses an energy barrier. The 
height of the energy barrier is determined by the membrane voltage and the gate 
voltage of neurons and transistors, respectively. Whilst the energy structure of 
transistors has been fully characterised and can he found in textbooks of elec-
tronic engineering [241, the energy structure of ion channel proteins is unknown. 
For example, are there few or many local minima and, if there are many, can 
they be traversed in any order? These points become relevant when the detailed 
structure of ion channels is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. The fact of transist-
ors being more fully characterised than ion channel proteins, reappears in the 
following chapter, with reference to the validity of the neuromorphic engineering 
approach. 
2.4 Adaptive Properties 
Arguments for the validity of the synthetic or neuromorphic approach, also in-
cluded the statement that "Neurobiological life has adaptive properties. ". In fact 
Hamad cites adaptive properties as a criterion for life. Put simply, environments 
change, so organisms must adapt to survive, in order that genetic material be 
passed on. 4  Adaptation can be explored at many levels, from mechanosensory 
systems to cognitive processes. This thesis considers intraneuronal or intrinsic 
4 This includes the development of the organism, to get it to a stage at which it can 
begin to survive. 
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adaptation, using ion channels as the elements of adaptation. Though much work 
on adaptation is carried out at an inierneuronal level, there are organisms that 
adapt successfully using only ion channels.[25} 
2.5 Neuromorphic Engineering 
The examples shown in figure 2-2 have been drawn from the time of the work 
of Mead's group to the work presented at the most recent conference on neur-
omorphic engineering - the First European Workshop on Neuromorphic Systems 
held at the University of Stirling in August of 1997.[12] In addition, all examples 
of neuromorphic and near-neuromorphic work mentioned in this thesis are in-
cluded in order to provide a common frame of reference. It does not claim to he 
exhaustive. For example, there are numerous papers on optical motion sensors, 
though only that of Tanner and Mead is included, but incorporates enough ex-
amples to demonstrate evolution and divergence from Mead's work and perhaps 
indicate future trends. 
Figure 2-2 shows that much neuromorphic work has diverged from using the 
physical equivalence between transistors and ion channels. Only those examples 
located on the rightmost branch have this feature; the silicon neurons, dend-
rites and ion channels. The middle branch shows examples of central pattern 
generation and locomotion controller work, whilst the leftmost branch shows 
neuromorphic sensorimotor systems. The divergence from physically equivalent 
neuromorphisms is discussed in the following chapter. Adaptive properties have 
been explored by Westerrnann, Northmore and Elias, in the context of off-chip 
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Figure 2-2: An evolutionary tree of neuromorphic engineering. Unitalicised 
lettering indicates neuromorphic or near-neuro-morphic work, italicised lettering 
indicates theoretical models used in the neuromorphic work. 
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storage of synaptic "weights". Of adaptation, they comment: "Ideally, weight 
storage and adaptation capability would be combined in a single small device. 
For example, floating gates, or programmable amorphous silicon resistors [...J. 
However, we may find that effective adaptation requires more complex interac-
tions which cannot be reproduced by a simple device. The next best approach 
might be to use conventional MOSFET design techniques [..]."[26] On a more 
general note, Douglas, Mahowald and Martin comment: "It seems that the cortex 
is not designed in the highly specified style of a Pentium, but rather depends on 
local adaptive mechanisms to draw its components into calibration with respect 
to one another. "[27}[p. S26] This places the work of this thesis on the rightmost 
branch - a descendant of the Mahowald and Douglas Silicon Neuron. It is applied 
to an area thus far unexplored by neuromorphic engineering - ion channels and 
intraneuronal adaptation. 
Chapter 3 
Neurobiological Description: Levels of 
Equivalence 
3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, Mead's original motivation for embarking on neuromorphic 
engineering was taken to be the physical equivalence between transistors and indi-
vidual, or a population of, ion channels. The physical half of physical equivalence 
was discussed from two very different perspectives - as the movement of particles, 
and as the basis for creating a synthetic approach to representing neurobiology. 
This chapter discusses the equivalence half of physical equivalence. It does this 
by introducing levels of equivalence other than the physical and demonstrating 
how these levels can be placed into a formal framework. It is possible to use this 
framework to assess examples of neuromorphic engineering. The implications 
and conclusions from this assessment are presented. Finally, reasons why such a 
framework may have undesirable features are discussed. 
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3.2 The History of Formalisation 
The philosophy of formalisation, initiated by Frege in the final decades of the nine-
teenth century, was concerned, at the time, with demonstrating that arithmetic 
could be formalised without the use of any non-logical notions or rules. [281 It has 
since provided the foundations for Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 
and work in Cognitive Science and Computational Neuroscience. Specifically, the 
computational metaphor or paradigm is that a mapping is performed from the 
states of the world onto the brain, and further, from states of the brain onto 
states of an algorithm that solves a computational problem. This would sug-
gest that formalisation of neuromorphically-engineered elements and systems is 
possible.' The advantage of formalisation is that it can make discussion more 
precise and also relates the work in neuromorphic engineering to the literature 
on models of computation and representation. 
3.3 The Language of Formalisation 
Formalisation is representation in a formal language. In this framework it is as-
sumed that there is a domain of discourse. Traditionally, this is formally treated 
as a model. Given a model, the formalisation exists in some language. For ex-
ample, propositional or predicate language. These include a set of symbols with 
rules of composition that define what it is to he a well-formed proposition. For 
does not mark a return to describing the brain's computation by symbolic 
logic, rather, the formalisation is applied at a more abstract level. 
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instance, given a vocabulary { a, b, A. V, -i }, a subset of propositional calculus, 
if a, b are well-formed formulae, so are a A b, a V b, -la. The propositional letters 
can be used to represent many things. In addition, there are standard recursive 
definitions for formal logics that define interpretations of composite expressions 
relative to the interpretations of their basic components. The goal of logic is to 
be sound in its determination of theorems with respect to the model and complete 
(all true facts represented somewhere). The possible benefits of formalising the re-
lationship between neurobiological phenomena and neuromorphically-engineered 
models of the phenomena is that the formalisation will have well-defined mathem-
atical properties, including a correspondence with the standard model of compu-
tation, the Turing Machine. However, since the benefits of such a correspondence 
are not immediately apparent, only an outline of a formalisation is provided here. 
3.4 Levels of Description 
As evident from figure 2-2 in Chapter 2, neuromorphic devices can be constructed 
for many different aspects of neural organisation, and over a wide range of spatio-
temporal scales. Currently, and in the past, work with computer simulation 
(virtual neurobiology) has led to debate over how much data (or constraints on 
the model) to incorporate. [291 It is generally considered to be the case that, when 
a model is too under-constrained, it will not he able to produce reliable data, 
in other words, it will have no predictive power, while a model that is too over-
constrained will become an alternative realisation of neurobiology - a model in 
which the incorporated detail is too complex (or possibly too medium-dependent) 
for it to contribute anything to the understanding of the system. For the most 
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part, neuromorphic engineers have made a pragmatic use of neurobiological data. 
One way to determine how much data should be incorporated is to consider at 
what level the modelling is taking place. 
This chapter presents a summary of David Marr's theory of levels. [13] This theory 
is familiar to most neurobiologists. It is also considered because it provides a 
semi-formal framework. Marr suggests three levels of description for complex 
systems: 
• The computational, at which the nature of the computation to be performed 
is expressed. 
• The algorithmic, at which the procedure for carrying out the computation 
is formulated. 
• The implement ational, the level of hardware. 
At the computational level, equivalence depends on similarity of output. For 
example, a neuron that produces action potential spikes and a chip that produces 
action potential spikes are computationally equivalent. The algorithmic level 
provides an explanation of how the system being modelled, and the model itself 
can produce the appropriate output from the given input. There may be more 
than one possible algorithm for any given computation. Some neuromorphisms 
implement precisely that algorithm by which the computation is performed in 
the neurobiological system. Others implement the most pragmatic of the possible 
algorithms. For example, whilst a neuron produces spikes by altering a membrane 
voltage that is maintained by a number of conductances, a chip may produce 
spikes by means of a simple oscillator, or, it may produce spikes by representing 
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the membrane voltage and the conductances in the way that the biological neuron 
does. This is the case for the Mahowald and Douglas silicon neuron [9]. And 
this latter case can be said to be algorithmically equivalent whilst the example 
of the oscillator is not. At the implementational, or physical level, if the chip 
produces spikes as a direct result of transistors undergoing the same physical 
processes, described in Chapter 2, as ion channels, then it can be said to be 
implementationally, or physically equivalent. 
Marr's framework remains the most relevant for neurobiological modelling in 
the computational paradigm. However, theories of levels are not confined to 
neurobiology. Allen Newell's framework for physical symbol systems[14,15] is 
presented to see if it sheds any light on the analogue VLSI side of things. This 
framework emerged as digital computers developed. The levels are: 
The knowledge level 
The configuration level 
• The symbol level, whose medium is symbolic expressions. 
• The register-transfer sub-level, whose medium is bit vectors. 
• The logic circuit sub-level, whose medium is single bits. 
• The circuit level, which has as its medium current and voltage 
• The device level, which has as its medium electrons and magnetic domains. 
A level consists of a medium that is to be processed, components that provide 
primitive processing elements, laws of composition that permit components to 
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be assembled into systems, and laws of behaviour that determine how system 
behaviour depends on the component behaviour and the structure of the system. 
There are some gaps in this framework, for example, Newell comments that levels 
are realised by technologies, that the environment has a say in whether a techno-
logy can exist, but he does not provide much justification for this stance. Neither 
does his framework provide a way of describing this environment in which the 
physical system resides. Some attempt has been made to fill in these gaps in the 
framework described here. 
3.5 An Example of a Formalisation 
Described here is an outline of a formalisation that incorporates aspects of both 
Marr's and Newell's levels with the intention of providing a coherent framework 
for considering the implications of neuromorphic implementations of neurobiolo-
gical systems. Doubtless many aspects of neuromorphic engineering and VLSI 
technology will have been neglected in this outline. However, it is believed that 
such an outline has not previously been articulated, and that it is necessary for a 
framework, though not necessarily of this form, to be developed if neuromorphic 
engineering is to continue fruitfully. 
The parameters in this framework include structure and input, upon which neuro-
biological constraints act to produce an output. The parameter set could be ex-
panded as required, to include, for example, the environment in which the produc-
tion of output occurs. Different possible environments yield potentially different 
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output. 2  For example, in a high-altitude environment, the environmental map-
ping of the same structure and inputs would yield a significantly different output. 
The other "half" of the framework would also include structure and input, but 
upon which a technology would act to produce an output. This would correspond 
with Newell's notion of technologies. To complete the framework, a parameter is 
required to represent the interpretation of the technology, i.e how it maps struc-
ture and inputs to output. This parameter would be concerned with, for example, 
whether action potentials are produced by a simple oscillator, or differential pairs 
and low-pass filters, or single transistors behaving as ion channels. 
This framework can then be used to reexamine the neurobiological theory of 
levels. When considering whether a piece of brain and a chip are computationally 
equivalent, only the output need be examined. The technology could be a number 
of things, a digital simulation, for example. There might be pragmatic reasons for 
using analogue VLSI, such as speed, but analogue VLSI would not be necessary 
to make the framework complete at this level. To examine the algorithmic level 
would involve examining the interpretation of the technology and demonstrating 
that the interpretation that maps analogue VLSI structures and inputs to output, 
is a reasonable one. However, the only way to be certain of this, is to engineer at 
the implementational, or physical, level. 
'So it would be possible to use the framework to express the neurobiological con-
straints imposed by the environment (see previous comment by Newell). 
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3.6 Implications and Conclusions 
It is suggested that the framework would provide a formal way of articulating the 
following: 
• Many of the traditional justifications for neuromorphic engineering, for ex-
ample, sharing such characteristics as limited space, imprecision, redund-
ancy of single elements, are pragmatic and not directly concerned with the 
interpretation. 
• There may be a formal way of determining whether the neurobiological 
algorithm and the rieuromorphic algorithm are equivalent,' but the only 
way to he certain of equivalence is to engineer at the physical level. 
• Only if equivalence exists, will the neuromorphism have predictive power. 
That is the model will be capable of predicting what will be the case for the 
neurobiological phenomenon. This is possible by virtue of the fact that the 
technology used is usually epistemologically more fully characterised than 
neurobiology. 
The implication of this is that there are three ways to ensure the fruitfulness 
of neuromorphic engineering. One is to use the physical equivalence between 
transistors and ion channels. Another is to try to prove that there is algorithmic 
3A proof of equivalence that is sensitive to notions of levels of description was begun, 
but not completed, by Carol Foster[30], though without reference to a specific medium 
or technology such as analogue VLSI. 
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equivalence between the neurobiology and the neuromorphic device. And another 
is to build a device at the algorithmic level and demonstrate that it has predictive 
power. This thesis follows the third of these approaches, but acknowledges that 
they are all equally valid. 
In the introduction to this chapter, it was suggested that the framework had some 
undesirable features. This begins with its sensitivity to levels and ends with a 
problem of incompatibility with the entire computational paradigm. Below, are 
listed three potential problems with the framework. 
• Levels may have infinite depth - It may not be possible to determine how 
deep a level it is necessary to go to obtain even sufficient physical equival-
ence. For example, is it necessary to neurornorphically engineer ion channels 
at a genetic level? 
• There may be a level at which synthetic modelling becomes impossible and 
only virtual modelling is possible. If this were the case, it would remove all 
justification for (non-applications based) neuromorphic engineering at the 
outset. 
If the computational paradigm is overturned, this may remove the need for 
a formal framework of levels of equivalence altogether. 
The first two of these potential problems offer some support for neuromorphic 
engineering at an algorithmic level and demonstrating predictive power, rather 
than engineering at the physical level or trying to prove algorithmic equival-
ence by formal methods. The last problem involves nonlinear dynamics. It has 
been suggested that the appearance of levels in neurobiology has only to do with 
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shared dynamics at different scales of observation, and that nonlinear dynam-
ics is about level-independent principles. A discussion of nonlinear dynamical 
paradigms versus computational ones is not the topic of this thesis. It is worth-
while reflecting that whilst one of these paradigms may be more appropriate 
than the other for describing the brain, we still need to know what to describe 
and building a predictive device to tell us this, from within either paradigm, is an 
entirely valid approach. The following two chapters begin to tell us what there 
is to describe about ion channels. 
Chapter 4 
Neurobiological and Silicon Neurons 
4.1 Introduction 
The last chapter established that engineering at the algorithmic level and demon-
strating predictive power was a valid method for exploring neurobiology. Chapter 
1 explained why ion channels and intraneuronal adaptation were a reasonable 
topic for research. This chapter begins to describe models of the structure and 
function of ion channels, by discussing how neuron models in general have de-
veloped. This includes a description of the Hodgkin-Huxley model for conduction 
and excitation in axons,[10] and how the silicon neuron design of Mahowald and 
Douglas[9] is an instantiation of this model. This chapter also includes some dis-
cussion of the development of dendritic models and subsequent instantiation[31] 
and finally, discussion of the development of models of ion channels as independ-
ent units. This, along with the Chapter 5, provides the background to the work 
described in Chapter 6 - the analogue VLSI instantiation of neurons and Chapter 
7 - neurons with independent ion channel units. 
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4.2 Development of Neuron Models 
Some of the illustrations in figure 4-1 (adapted from Mel[32]), originally drawn 
by Ramon Y Cajal, are almost ninety years old. These clearly show neurons with 
extremely intricate structures, and the discussion of the Hodgkin-Huxley model 
will show that by the 1950s they were known also to have extremely intricate 
functions, yet many neuron models, and most instantiations, abstract significantly 
from this. Collectively, they can be known as reduced Hodgkin-Huxley models. 
4.2.1 Reduced Hodgkin-Huxley Models 
The minimal model incorporates one internal variable - the membrane potential 
- which increases monotonically with the total amount of positive input and de-
creases with negative input. These models are capable of input integration and 
output pulse production, they are incapable of allowing specific inputs or input 
combinations priority over others. A variation on this minimal model is one that 
treats the membrane potential as the result of two processes - a long period of in-
put integration and a very brief period of output pulse production. The equations 
that describe them are known as Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations. This is known 
as an integrate-and-fire model. One further variation of this model is a leaky 
integrate-and-fire model, which is capable of output pulse production only when 
the input is strong enough to overcome a leak. Another is the inclusion of an ad-
ditional variable to represent intracellular Ca concentration. This provides an 
indication of the neuron's recent activity. The Fitzhugh-Nagumo model has been 
implemented in numerous places [33,34,35], and there are a number of implement- 
D. 
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E. G. H. 
I. K. 
Figure 4-1: Neurons from nervous systems: A. Alpha motorneurons in spinal 
cord of cat, B. Spiking intern euron in mesothoracic ganglion of locust, C. Layer 
5 neocortical pyramidal neuron in rat, D. Retinal ganglion neuron in cat, E. 
Amacrine neuron in retina of larval tiger salamander, F. Cerebellar Purkinje 
neuron in human, C. Relay neuron in ventrobasal thalamus of rat, H. Granule 
neuron from olfactory bulb of mouse, I. Spiny projection neuron in rat striatum, 
J. Neuron from the Nucleus of Burdach in human foetus, K. Purkinje neuron in 
mormyrid fish 
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ations that incorporate one or more additional variables to represent intracellular 
Ca 436,37,38] In terms of the framework described, these models would be too 
underconstrained to have predictive power about neurobiology. However, they 
can be useful in other ways, some of which are mentioned in Chapter 6. 
4.2.2 The Hodgkin-Huxley Model 
One of the most significant advances in neurobiology was the analysis by Hodgkin 
and Huxley (1952) of the initiation and propagation of the action potential in 
the squid giant axon. The following description is an account of their findings. 
The experiments were carried out using a voltage-clamp technique. This allows 
voltage-gated channels to open or close in response to imposed alterations in 
membrane potential, but prevents the effects from altering the membrane poten-
tial. The conductance of the membrane to different ions can then be measured as 
a function of membrane potential. In the resting axon, the electrical gradient cre-
ated by Na and K ions flowing through nongated channels is balanced by the 
chemical gradient, so that the membrane potential is constant. Ion flow through 
nongated channels is known as the leak conductance. This process was described 
in Chapter 2. A transient depolarising potential causes some voltage-gated N a+ 
channels to open, and the resultant increase in membrane Na+  permeability al-
lows Na+  influx to outstrip K+  efflux. Thus a net influx of positive charge flows 
through the membrane and positive charge accumulates inside the cell, causing 
further depolarisation. This produces the rising phase of the action potential. 
Two processes repolarise the membrane, terminating the action potential. First, 
as the depolarisation continues, it inactivates the voltage-gated Na+  channels. 
The second repolarising process results from the delayed opening of voltage-gated 
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K+ channels. As K+  channels begin to open, K+  efflux increases. This is known 
as the delayed rectifier current. (KD) The delayed increase in K+  efflux combines 
with a decrease in Na+ influx to produce a net efflux of positive charge from the 
cell, which continues until the cell has repolarised to its resting value. This pro-
duces the falling phase of the action potential. In most neurons, action potentials 
are followed by a transient hyperpolarisation. This brief decrease in membrane 
potential occurs because the K+  channels that open in the later phase of the 
action potential close some time after the membrane potential has repolarised. 
The experimental work of Hodgkin and Huxley yielded a set of equations, con-
taining six experimentally-derived voltage-dependent functions that describe the 
total conductance associated with any particular population of channels. This 
can be expressed as a general equation in which the total conductance of a patch 
of membrane at a particular time is the maximal conductance of the patch, Gmaxx 
(which is given by the conductance of a single channel in its open state, multi-
plied by the channel density), multiplied by the fraction of all channels that are 
open. This fraction is determined by the hypothetical activation and inactiva-
tion variables q and u. Activation is the process of ion channel opening, whilst 
inactivation is the process of ion channel closing. 
EN is the Nernst potential for ion species X. 
Ix =(( Grnaxx 	 - EN,,) 	 (4.1) 
q and u have the kinetic form 
5x(t, V) - x(V) - x(t, V) 	
(4.2) 
St 	- 	r(V) 
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rh,, is the time constant of activation or inactivation. 
Figure 4-2, adapted from Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952, shows their numerical solu-
tion for the components of an action potential. Figure 4-3 allows a comparison 
of their numerical solution with a recorded action potential.' 
Figure 4-2: Numerical solution showing components of membrane conductance 
(g) during propagated action potential (V). V is measured relative to the resting 
potential. 
4.2.3 Implementation of the Hodgkin-Huxley model 
The Mahowald and Douglas silicon neuron can represent any patch of neuronal 
membrane with ion channels, according to the Hodgkin-Huxley model. It is 
necessary to represent the following variables: 
1 1n the Hodgkin-Huxley model, the activation and inactivation variables are q 2 u for 
Na+ and q4 for K+ 
lOOm"T 
sec 

























Figure 4-3: Upper curve: numerical solution for initial depolarisation of 15M V, 
calculated for 60  C. Lower curve: tracing of membrane action potential recorded 
at 9.1° C. The vertical scales are the same in both curves. The horizontal scales 
differ by a factor appropriate to the temperature difference. 
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Membrane capacitance, resistance and leak conductance 
Conductance of ion X, Gmaxx , where X is Na+  and  K+. 
Activation variables, q, for Na+  and  K+ 
Inactivation variable, u, for Na+. (K+ has an infinite kinetic time variable 
of inactivation and is therefore not implemented.) 
Time-dependent variables, 'rq and r. 
The Mahowald and Douglas silicon neuron represents these variables as described 
in the following subsections. 
Membrane capacitance, resistance and leak conductance 
Membrane capacitance is represented "simply" by a capacitor. Some considera-
tions of capacitor design are outlined in Appendix B. 
A transistor can operate as a resistor, since the current through the channel can 
be controlled (by the gate voltage). However, a single transistor acting as a 
resistor provides a varying resistance, depending on which of its source and drain 
regions is at a higher voltage. Placing two transistors in series ensures that even 
if source and drain region voltages switch, the resistance provided will remain 
constant. (Figure 4-4) 
The leak conductance is represented by a wide-range transconductance amplifier. 
This is similar to the transconductance amplifiers used to represent the activa- 
tion and inactivation variables. It likewise has a sigmoidal input-output transfer 
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function. The difference is that the transistors which control the gradient of the 
sigmoid are configured to produce a shallower slope. 
V M. 
7 2 
Figure 4-4: Schematic of pass transistors representing membrane resistance 
Conductance of ion X 
The conductance element for Na+  and  K+  is implemented using a single tran-
sistor. The current through the channel, drain-source current, Id,,  represents the 
current of ion X. If this transistor is operated in the weak-inversion region, then 
the representation will be of the physically equivalent form explained in Chapter 
2. The magnitude of this current depends on the voltage gradient across the tran-
sistor, Vd3,  which in turn depends on the source voltage, V 3 , which represents 
the Nernst potential for ion X, and the drain voltage, Vd,  which represents the 
membrane potential. The magnitude of the current is modulated by the voltage 
on the gate of the transistor, which is the output of the activation/inactivation 
variables circuit further upstream. 
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Vg 	 Tdsmaxx 
Vd = Vm 
i ds 
Vd - \ 
Figure 4-5: Schematic of a transistor representing conductance 
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Activation /inactivation variables 
The Na+  and K+ conductances have a sigmoidal conductance-voltage relation 
which is similar to the current-voltage relation generated by the differential stage 
of a transconductance amplifier. With reference to figure 4-6, the output, which 
feeds into the gate of the conductance transistor, is the difference between the 
voltages Vm, the membrane potential, and onknee, a threshold voltage, subtrac-
ted by the voltage that is the difference between the voltage V and offknee, 
another threshold voltage. The voltage qsat controls the gradient of the sigmoid. 
Onknee is the threshold for activation and offknee is the threshold for inactiva-
tion. Therefore, the current through the q leg of the activation differential stage 
represents the degree of activation of ion channels, whereas the current through 
the u leg of the inactivation differential stage represents the degree of inactiva-
tion. The degree of inactivation u is subtracted from the degree of activation q 
to compute the final conductance. 2 
Time-dependence variables 
The time dependence of the conductances is achieved using follower-integrators 
with variable time constants to act as low-pass filters for the membrane voltage. 
The filtered outputs then control the activation or inactivation transistors. The 
follower-integrator is constructed with an amplifier connected to a capacitor to 
form a low-pass filter. The current sourced into the capacitor is proportional to 
'The u current of the inactivation transconductance amplifier and the q output 
current of the activation amplifier are summed into a current-mirror. The current-
mirror half-wave rectifies the result of the subtraction, so that no matter what the 
values of q and u, the value of the conductance is never negative. 
















Figure 4-6: Schematic of the differential pairs representing the activa-
tion/inactivation variables. The total degree of activation, g, is the difference 
between activation, q, and inactivation, u. 





YUt , Vb= 0.65 
__________ 0.2V 
2 msec 
Figure 4-7: Schematic of the low-pass filter representing the time dependencies 
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the difference between Vi,, and V 0,. The rate at which Vout  is able to respond 
to changes in V,, is set by the transconductance of the amplifier. 3 
Calcium conductance 
In addition, neurons may contain a calcium (Ca) current which requires a 
stronger depolarisation than Na+  to activate and can provide a maintained influx 
for prolonged depolarisations, a calcium-dependent potassium current (KAHP), 
that is activated by the accumulation of intracellular Ca++  and, during an action 
potential, contributes to the return of the membrane potential to the threshold 
for generating a subsequent action potential, and a potassium A-current (KA), 
that is active during the hyperpolarisation and slows the return of the membrane 
potential to the threshold for generating a subsequent action potential. 
In addition to Na+  and  IK+  conductances, the Mahowald and Douglas silicon 
neuron includes a Ca 	conductance. In neurons, during each spike, there 
is a Ca influx through voltage-gated Ca channels. Should the spike fre-
quency be high, Ca cannot be cleared swiftly enough from the intracellular 
space, and therefore accumulates inside the neuron. This activates a K+  after-
hyperpolarisation (AHP) conductance, which has the effect of causing the spike 
frequency to decrease or adapt in the presence of continued input. In the Ma-
howald and Douglas silicon neuron, the accumulated Ca++  is represented by the 
voltage across a capacitor. Charge is added to the capacitor at every spike, and 
decays away at the interspike interval. The voltage is used as the activation input 
to the AHP conductance differential pair, which functions as for Na+  and  K+. 
'This device is not used for K+  since its activation turns on very quickly. 




A schematic of the Na+  and  K+  conductance circuitry is shown in figure 4-8. 
Figure 4-9 shows circuit modules for the N a+, K+, Ca and leak conductances. 
Figure 4-8: Schematic of the Na+  and  K+  conductance circuitry. 
Figure 4-9: Schematic of the N a+, K+ Ca 	and leak conductance circuit 
modules. 
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In summary, the operation of the circuit is as follows: For K+  the membrane 
potential, Vm is low-pass filtered by a follower-integrator whose output controls 
the activation transistor of a differential pair. In turn this is transformed into 
a voltage that controls the conductance transistor. This transistor drains the 
current from Vm, to the K Nernst potential, EK.  With Na, there is additional 
circuitry for inactivation: again, Vm is low-pass filtered and controls the inactiv-
ation differential pair. Activation and inactivation signals combine to give the 
conductance control voltage. The Ca++  conductance operates in a similar man-
ner. In addition, there is capacitance circuitry representing intracellular Ca 
concentration. The silicon neuron can be viewed as a soma. The dendrites, ap-
pearing in so many geometrical and functional forms, as evident from figure 4-1 
are represented only by the load of the circuit. The following subsection outlines 
some of the properties of dendrites that affect the overall behaviour of neurons. 
This indicates only the very tip of the iceberg. 
4.2.4 Dendrite Models 
In the late 1950s, the "cable theory" of William Thomson (for transatlantic tele-
graph cable, 1855) was applied by Wilfred Rall to dendrites, in order to interpret 
intracellular microelectrode recordings. [39,40,41] Cable theory describes the pass-
ive process in dendrites which involves the conductive intracellular cytoplasm. 
John Elias and various collaborators have worked extensively on the signal pro-
cessing capabilities of passive dendrites with spatially extensive structures.[31, 
42,43,44,45] In addition to the passive process, it has been known for some time 
that the dendrites can also conduct via specific transmembrane ion channels. [46, 
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47,48,49,50] This constitutes the active process. Active dendrites have several 
important properties. 
• The ability to generate action potentials, mediated by the influx of Ca 
ions. 
• The ability to act in a nonlinear manner 
- Sublinear: When two neighbouring regions of dendrite are activated 
simultaneously, the combined alteration in membrane potential is less 
than twice as large as the alteration in membrane potential from a 
single region. This is because the increased conductance at each region 
also lowers the resistance in that region, siphoning off current that 
would otherwise contribute to the alteration in membrane potential. 
- Supralinear (amplification): Membrane potential alteration from distal 
regions can be amplified, such that they can become as effective as 
membrane potential alteration from proximal regions. 
• The ability to carry a somatic action potential back into the dendrites (anti-
dromic spike invasion), such that the firing of the neuron can have an effect 
on the distal regions of the dendrites. 
4.2.5 Ion Channel Models 
By the end of the nineteenth century, physiologists knew that cells are permeable 
to some ions and it was proposed that membranes contain channels through which 
these ions can flow. Ion channels were discovered to be glycoproteins that have 
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various conformational states. In some of these states, a central aqueous pore 
is formed that spans the membrane and allows specific ions to flow between the 
intracellular and extracellular spaces. In other states, this ion flow is not possible. 
This suggests that ion channels have a mechanism for selective permeability and a 
mechanism for permitting or preventing ion flow. [3,51,52] In 1975, Bertil Hille[53] 
proposed that ion channels have a narrow region known as a selectivity filter and 
it was proposed that ion channels possess some form of gating structure which 
is sensitive to the strength of the electric field across the membrane and can 
move under the influence of this field, causing channels to be open or closed to 
the flow of ions. This led to ion channel models of the form depicted in A. of 
figure 4-10. B. shows a more developed representation of the gating structure 
- the S4 transmembrane domain - an a helix that contains a large number of 
cationic residues. A change in the electric field causes the S4 helix to twist 
upwards, resulting in a movement of positive charge from the intracellular to the 
extracellular space. It is suggested that the movement of the S4 helix, is coupled 
to a change in the position of residues on other helices, causing the opening of the 
transmembrane pore. The cationic residues are known as the gating charge, or 
gating particles. With the development of patch-clamping, (Neher and Sakmann, 
1976) a significant advance from the voltage clamp used by Hodgkin and Huxley 
that allows the measurement of single channel activity, more was discovered about 
the nature of the gating behaviour. With the development of ion channel cloning 
techniques, the channel protein was found to be arranged as four to six a-helices 
spanning the membrane, and the selectivity filter and gating structure could 
be located in the amino acid primary sequence. [54,55] In 1998, the first crystal 
structure of a K+  channel was reported, [56] which revealed the selectivity filter as 
selectivity 
- gate 
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an aqueous cavity with a hydrophobic lining and the point of gating as a bundle 
crossing of the helices lining the pore. This structural model is shown in C., of 
figure 4-10. 
A. 	 C. 
S4 transmembrane domain 
lIIh. 
cationic residues 
Figure 4-10: A. shows a cartoon of a cross-section through an ion channel 
with selectivity filter and intracellular gate. B. shows the gating structure in more 
detail, with gating charges. C. shows the structure of a bacterial proton-gated 
K+ channel, with a comparison of features. Only two of the four a-helices are 
depicted. (Adapted from Yellen, 1998) 
Calcium Channels 
In Chapter 5, the gating mechanism of ion channels is explored in more depth. In 
order to do this, it is necessary to restrict the discussion to a specific type of ion 
channel. N-type ' calcium channels have been selected for the following reasons: 
4 The N- prefix denotes "neither", a reference to comparison of the depolarisation 
it produces with two other Ca 	channel subtypes - h-type (long-lasting) and T- 
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• Ca++ channels may be the earliest form of ion channel to have evolved. In 
some organisms, all membrane potential alterations are a result of the flow 
of Ca++ ions through Ca channels. 
• Although similar to Na and K ion channels with respect to voltage-
dependent gating behaviour and selective permeability, they are more sus-
ceptible to modulation. Making them likely candidates for a role in intran-
euronal adaptation. 
• N-type Ca++ channel kinetics have been well-characterised. The equations 
used in the work described subsequently have come from physiological ex-
periments with rat sensorimotor pyramidal neurons. 
• The data on ion channel gating modes was taken from N-type Ca channels 
in frog sympathetic neurons. 
• N-type Ca channels are found in the soma and dendrites of neurons. This 
makes it reasonable to consider them a unit of intraneuronal adaptation. 
type (transient). [57,58,59] Recently, it has been taken to denote "neuronal", owing to 
evidence of its presence in the soma and dendrites. 
Chapter 5 
Ion Channel Gating and Intraneuronal 
Adaptation 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 described the development of neuron models and the inclusion of dend-
ritic processes and ion channel behaviour. The description of ion channel models 
was left at the point where the selectivity filter and gating structure had been 
described. It remains to describe possible mechanisms by which ion channels 
contribute to intraneuronal adaptation. This chapter proceeds with an account 
of how single channel recording has recently demonstrated that, in addition to 
open and closed conformational states, ion channels possess at least three distinct 
gating modes, within which opening and closing occurs. Gating modes are char-
acterised as a sudden change in the kinetic behaviour of an ion channel which is 
maintained for several seconds (the dwell time), in the absence of any alteration 
in test potential. These changes in kinetic behaviour result in alterations of over-
all ion flow, thereby affecting a neuron's behaviour. It is not yet known why or 
how these gating modes occur, but they provide ion channels with a mechanism 
for contributing to intraneuronal adaptation. 
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The chapter introduces the experimental work involved with discovering the ex-
istence of the three gating modes in N-type Ca channels, and outlines a model 
for describing gating and gating modes. It then introduces two suggestions for 
how the different gating modes occur. The experimentalists have suggested that 
the binding of G-proteins (guanine nucleotide binding proteins) to an ion channel 
may influence the occurrence of particular gating modes. An alternative sugges-
tion is that the proximity of neighbouring ion channels is affecting the likelihood 
of particular gating modes occurring. This suggestion depends upon ion channels 
being capable of lateral, elect rokinetic movement within the neuronal membrane. 
Electrokinesis of ion channels is proposed by Anthony Bell to be a mechanism 
for intraneuronal adaptation. [7,8] It should be noted that much of the content of 
sections on the electrokinesis of ion channels and ion channel-based adaptation of 
the neuron can be attributed to Bell and is of a speculative nature. However, the 
use of evidence for gating modes as support for his ideas is original, though also 
speculative. The chapter concludes with a discussion of some implications of C-
protein binding and electrokinesis, and the role of gating modes in intraneuronal 
adaptation. 
5.2 Conductance of N-type Ca Channels 
It was explained at the close of Chapter 4, that to explore gating it was neces-
sary to restrict the discussion to one subtype of ion channel, namely the N-type 
Ca channel. For the Mahowald and Douglas silicon neuron design, it was not 
necessary to specify a subtype of ion channel as the kinetic variables used were 
considered to be adequate for all cationic channels. However, to represent gat- 
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ing with the circuitry described in Chapter 7, such a specification is required. 
The equation for the N-type conductance is of the same form as the equation for 
generic channel conductance presented in the previous chapter, in equation 4.1. 
'Ntype = ((GN maX +.u)q2)(V - EN ++) 	 (5.1) 
where GNmaX c++  is the maximum permeability of Ca ions through N-type 
Ca++ channels in the membrane (0.73 x 10_12  cm3 s 1 .) 
is the Nernst potential for Ca (+128mV). 
q is the activation variable which describes the opening of the channel and, 
u is the inactivation variable which describes the closing of the channel. As in 
equation 4.2, q and u have the kinetic form: 
- - x 
bt 	TX 
(5.2) 
It is then possible to substitute into this equation real neurophysiological values 
taken from voltage-clamp and channel blocking experiments. The resulting equa-
tion can be found at the beginning of chapter 7, with details of the experimental 
procedure by which it was obtained. 
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5.3 Gating of N-type Ca channels 
N-type Ca 	channels have been shown to display at least three patterns of 
gating, characterised as low-, medium- and high-p 0 modes on the basis of open 
channel probability during depolarising pulses.[2,1] Open channel probability was 
calculated for each sweep, as in equation 5.3. 
to 
to + tc 
(5.3) 
where t0 is the mean of all open times, and tc is the mean of all closed times. 
N-type Ca channels undergo hundreds or thousands of open-closed transitions 
in one mode, before switching to a different mode. Each mode has kinetics that 
differ from the other modes, e.g activation kinetics and voltage-dependence. The 
dwell time in each mode varies from patch to patch. This suggested to the 
experimentalists that gating modes maybe result from the binding to the channel 
by other substances, namely G-proteins. Generally, transitions from high- to 
low-p 0 gating modes reduce overall Ca influx, and the binding of substances is 
suggested to favour the low-p 0 gating mode. The experiments were carried out 
by removing intact sympathetic chains from adult bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) 
and cultured for up to 15 days. Then cell-attached patch recordings were carried 
out using a -lOmV test potential. These particular neurons were used because 
they lack T-type channels, and the N-type channels significantly outnumber the 
L-type channels. Figure 5-1 shows a representation of the three gating modes. 
It is possible to detect the presence of modes by visual inspection. 
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low-p 	 medium-p 
	 high-p 0 
for depolarising pulse of -lOmV 
	 2pA 
5Oms 
Figure 5-1: The three gating modes of N-type Ca channels 
The three gating modes have the following general characteristics, (figure 5-2): 
at -lOmV: 
low-p open - 0.3ms 
closed 10 - 20ms 
requires increasing increasing 
medium-p 0 open 1.5ms increasing voltage Ca ++ 
closed 3ms depolarisation dependence entry 
high-p 0 open 3ms 
closed ims 
Figure 5-2: Some general characteristics of the three gating modes 
Figure 5-3 is an abstract representation of the proportion of time spent in an 
open state for each of the gating modes. 
5.4 Describing Gating and Gating Modes 
Gating is most commonly described by analysing the rate constants between 
states and constructing a state diagram representing transitions between states. [3] 
A number of assumptions are made in the construction of these state diagrams: 
I-.J 
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low 
medium 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 
0 5 10 15 20 	 25 	 30 
msec 
Figure 5-3: The proportion of time spent in an open state for each of the three 
observed gating modes. White denotes an open state, whilst black denotes a closed 
state. 
• Transitions do not depend on how the system reached the state. 
• Transitions are first-order - if a transition is multiexponential, then it must 
be subdivided into first-order, intermediate steps. 
Excluding gating modes for the moment, a state diagram for an N-type Ca 
channel might be constructed in the following way: firstly, evidence suggests 
that, for Ca 	channels in general, four gating charges must move from the 
intracellular to the extracellular space for the channel to open. With reference 
to B. of figure 4-10 in Chapter 4, the gating charges are the cationic residues 
located in the S4 helix. This can be represented in the form shown in 5-4. 
The binary numbers represent the gating charges, "0" indicating that the charge 
is in the "incorrect" (intracellular) position, and "1" indicating that the charge is 
in the "correct" (extracellular) position. Only when all four gating charges are in 
the correct position, is the ion channel open, "0". "C4", "C3" and "C2" indicate 
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I 	I 	I 	I 	I 
C4 C3 C2 	Cl 	0 
This can be simplified to: 
	
a 	u 1 	a2 	a 3 
C4 'C3 	'C2 	C1 	'0 
13 	 132 133 
Figure 5-4: A Monod- Wyman-Changeux scheme for conformational state and 
transitions according to the movement of gating charges. This scheme - a set of 
first-order, independent states - was developed as part of the authors' 1965 theory 
of conformational states and transitions during the cooperative binding of ligands. 
(Adapted from Hille, 198E(). 
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closed and irzactivatable conformations of the channel, with zero, one and two 
charges in the correct position, whilst "Cl" indicates a closed and activatable 
conformation. "Activatable" and "inactivatable" relate to the time required for 
a channel to open after it has closed. In an activatable conformation, only one 
gating charge is in an incorrect position and the channel can, therefore, be opened 
more rapidly than from an inactivatable conformation. The simplified equation 
shows the conformational states and the rate constants between them. The rate 
constants are related to open probability in the following way: translating the 
rate constants into a voltage-dependent time constant, Tq , gives the equation in 
5.4 
1 
T = q 	
cxq+/3q 
(5.4) 
where Tq is the time constant of activation, i.e the time it takes for the fraction of 
channels that are going to be open at equilibrium, to open, 0q  is the rate constant 
between C4 and 0 and 0q  is the rate constant between 0 and C4. Therefore, 
in any given sweep, a more rapid time constant of activation will mean that the 
probability of finding the channels open will increase. As described previously, 
there are different probabilities of open and closed states within each of the three 
gating modes. It is therefore possible to construct a nested state diagram such 
as that shown in figure 5-5. 
One argument against a state diagram representation of gating and gating modes 
is that the state and transition values are related to the timescale on which they 
are measured.[17] The implication is that, if more measurements were taken, at 
smaller timescales, more modes would be revealed. The experimentalists them- 
	





C4 	C3-C1 	O 
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medium tm = 10.3s 
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1149 831 1468 	483 
Figure 5-5: The gating modes of N-type Ca channels as represented by a state 
diagram. This diagram represents the sets of C2-C1-0 states, corresponding to 
each mode. The mean dwell times in each mode are indicated as tl,m  and h 
and were derived from the experimental data. The rate constants (in s 1 ) for 
the transitions between closed and open states are averaged over 13 experiments, 
(adapted from Delcour, 1993[1]). 
selves suggest that further subdivision of the gating modes may be necessary. 
Others, those endorsing nonlinear dynamical descriptions of neurobiological phe-
nomena perhaps, would argue that a different model and methodology is re-
quired. Another argument is that ion channel processes are not independent but 
are weakly correlated with each other. [60] This would be contrary to the first 
assumption of the state diagrams described previously. However, if such a state 
diagram can adequately describe gating and gating modes, there may be no need 
to express underlying molecular, microscopic dependencies. Either way, these are 
arguments about how to describe ion channel gating and gating modes. It still 
remains to explain how they happen. 
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5.5 G-Protein Binding 
G-proteins are heterotrimers (polymers formed from three different molecules) 
that move in the plane of the membrane, the alpha subunit of which can bind to 
ion channels, thereby modulating gating. The binding of G-proteins to N-type 
Ca channels has been proposed to down-modulate conductance by causing 
channels to make transitions to the low-p 0 gating mode.[2,1] In cartoon form, 
this may take place in the way shown in figure 5-6. A, B. and C. depict high-, 
medium- and low-p 0 gating, respectively. The effect of 0-protein binding, shown 
in D, E. and F, is to restrict the degree to which the gating structure can move, or 
perhaps the speed at which it can move, consequently favouring low-p 0 gating. It 
is only possible to use the cartoon ion channel. The manner in which a 0-protein 
interacts with the helical structure shown in C. of figure 4-10 in Chapter 4 is not 
yet known. 
Delcour et al. use a state diagram to describe this phenomenon. This is shown 
in figure 5-7. 




Figure 5-6: A., B. and C. depict high-, medium- and low-p 0 gating modes, 
respectively. D., E. and F. show the effect of G-protein binding. 
5.6 Electrokinesis of Ion Channels 
Variation in patterns of spiking are made possible by a neuron's ion channel 
repertoire and distribution. It is more or less taken for granted that regulation 
of ion channel synthesis occurs during development and through the lifespan of 
the organism. In neurons, there is also the question of how these ion channels, 
which can be synthesised only in the soma, and in some neurons, in the primary 
dendrites, become distributed over the remaining surface of the neuron. This is 
carried out, in part, by axonal and vesicular transport mechanisms, but this may 
not account for the specific positioning of ion channels. If axonal and vesicular 
transport were responsible for the positioning of channels, an even distribution 
would be expected. Figure 5-8 provides some evidence that this is not the case. 
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Figure 5-7: A state diagram to represent C-protein binding to N-type Ca 
channels, and the effect upon gating mode, (adapted from Delcour, 1993[2]). 





Figure 5-8: A density distribution of peak Na+  current, indicating an uneven 
distribution of (Na+)  channels on the surface of frog sartorius muscle fibre, (ad- 
apted from Hille, 1 984). 
It has been known for over a decade that ion channels can move in the neuronal 
membrane. In the absence of any electrokinetic force, the average diffusion rate 
for N-type Ca channels is 3.7 x 10_ to m's'. Movement can he measured by 
labelling the ion channel proteins with a fluorescent tag and observing their dis-
tribution in a living neuron under a fluorescence microscope. Bell's hypothesis 
is that ion channels also move electrokinetically - that the degree and direction 
of movement is affected by the ion channel's own, and neighbouring ion chan-
nel's, open or closed state. This is significant, as it provides a mechanism for 
activity-dependent adaptation. The following section describes some features of 
ion channel-based (electrokinetic) adaptation. This is presented in greater depth 
in the 'channel space" papers of Bell.[7,8] 
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5.7 Ion Channel-Based Adaptation of the Neuron 
For the purposes of this work, it is assumed that only channels in an open state 
are susceptible to electrokinesis. This could arise for two reasons: 
the intracellular end of the channel is at a different polarity as a result of 
the conformational change causing charge to move across the membrane. It 
therefore has a different susceptibility to the electric fields. 
the flow of ions through the open channel also endows the channel with a 
different susceptibility. 
In the case of N-type Ca 	channels, when open, the intracellular end of the 
channel will exist at a negative polarity as a result of the conformational change 
of the S4 region, (see B. of figure 4-10). However, the flow of Ca ions will result 
in an accumulation of positive charge at the intracellular face of the membrane. 
The overall effect is that N-type Ca++  channels will tend to move to regions where 
there is a depression in membrane potential. At a microscopic level, this will mean 
that individual ion channels will tend to move away from their neighbours. This 
has the effect of reducing the influence of the neighbours on the ion channels, 
and this in turn manifests itself as a transition to a lower gating mode. Lower 
gating modes have lower open probabilities as a result of slower time courses of 
closed to open state conformational change. For the purpose of the subsequent 
implementation, this is represented by the following model and by figure 5-9. 
It should be noted, however, that the outcome could equally be produced by a 
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G-protein mechanism, or some other factor that can cause alterations in gating 
mode. 
The model consists of a neuron, with a patch of membrane that has a popu-
lation of N-type C a++ channels. Current injection is provided to the neuron, 
which behaves according to the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism, and exhibits spiking 
behaviour. Electrokinesis of ion channels is represented, and during adaptation, 
this is permitted to take place. The patch of membrane can be represented as 
a strip divided into six regions. It is assumed that, at the edges of the patch, 
the ion channel complement repeats and so it is useful to imagine that the strip 
wraps around itself. An ion channel can be located in any of the sextants. This 
allows three possible distributions. In A, all three ion channels are adjacent. This 
proximity results in the ion channel at X possessing a high open probability (as 
a result of a rapid closed - open transition). It is proposed that this is observed 
as a high-p0 gating mode. However, as a result of electrokinesis, ion channels 
will move away from neighbours with high open probability and towards areas of 
depleted potential in the membrane. The intermediate stage of this is shown in 
B. In B, two of the ion channels remain adjacent, whilst one moves away from its 
neighbour, the open probability of ion channel X decreases (a reduction in open 
probability as a result of a reduction in the speed of closed - open transition). 
This may be observed as a medium-p 0 gating mode. Finally, the two remaining 
adjacent ion channels move apart, this results in the distribution shown in C. Ion 
channels have low open probability as a result of slow closed - open transition 
values and are observed to be in low-p 0 gating mode and have moved to areas of 
depleted potential in the membrane patch as much as possible. 
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Patch of membrane as strip divided into six regions. 
The same strip wrapped around itself 
Figure 5-9: Electrokinesis of channels, and how this could account for different 
gating modes. 
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There are a number of possible outcomes for the membrane patch as a result 
of this particular channel movement. One neurobiologically plausible outcome is 
that if case A. represents a situation where the proximity of ion channels creates 
a high Ca conductance, preventing the membrane from conducting spikes, the 
electrokinetic movement will result in the distribution of case C., where channels 
are located in a way that allows the membrane to conduct spikes. This is an 
example of an adaptive process involving ion channels. It serves to demonstrate 
the effect that the distribution of individual ion channels can have on overall 
neuron behaviour. 
5.8 Electrokinesis as a Cause of Gating Mode 
Transitions 
The previous two sections explained the electrokinesis of ion channels and how 
this can be a mechanism for adaptation. Here, it is suggested that the electrokin-
esis also accounts for the observation of gating modes. As mentioned previously, 
there is evidence that ion channel processes are not independent, but are weakly 
correlated with each other. [60] The evidence comes from studies of the insertion 
of ion channel proteins into lipid bilayers[61], resulting in a supralinear increase 
in conductance of the population. In the words of the authors, the inserted ion 
channel "creates some condition around itself that facilitates the construction or 
opening of the following ones." It is suggested that this condition is an electrokin-
etic one. Figure 5-10 shows how this process might account for the observation 
of different gating modes, in a similar way as the figure drawn for a G-protein 
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mechanism. The vertical arrows denote the open probability. The horizontal 
arrows denote the lateral electrokinetic force on the ion channel. 
Figure 5-10: How an electrokine tic process can account for the observation of 
the three gating modes. The vertical arrows denote the proportion of time spent 
in an open state. The horizontal arrows denote the lateral electrokinetic force on 
the channel 
This provides a qualitative description of electrokinesis as a cause for gating 
modes and gating mode transitions. The interdependency of ion channel prox-
inilty, electrokinetic force and ion channel kinetics would result in a negative 
feedback process. It would not he inconceivable to look for movement of ion 
channels alongside observation of gating modes. However, for the purpose of this 
thesis, it is sufficient to assume that C-protein binding or electrokinesis and chan- 
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nel kinetics are interdependent and that adaptation can occur as a result of this 
interdependency. 
5.9 Discussion 
This chapter concentrated on adaptation by N-type Ca++  channels, which are 
classified by Bell as inward rectifiers. According to Bell, there are other channel 
types; namely outwardly rectifying, depolarising and hyperpolarising. Depol-
arising and hyperpolarising channels are synaptic; potentiating and depressing 
respectively. It is therefore possible to extend the model to these other channel 
types. It is also possible to extend the model to macroscopic phenomena, such 
as synapse formation and learning (62,63,641 and structural morphogenesis, for 
example, dendritic spines [65,66,67,68] and collars.[69] The former may have rel-
evance to the work of Elias and various collaborators, on neuromorphic synapses 
with correlative adaptation rules. [26] 
A number of issues arise from the electrokinetic model. Electrokinesis can account 
for permanently closed ion channels - that there are no ion channels proximal 
enough to result in the opening of these channels. In the same way, electrokinesis 
can account for silent (non-adapted) neurons in a region of nervous system. The 
reverse of this is that electrokinesis can account for the experimentalists' state-
ment that subdivision of the high-p 0 mode is unnecessary. The high-p 0 mode 
may represent the most physically proximal that two ion channels are capable 
of being. This could be experimentally verified. Whilst electrokinesis as a cause 
of distinct gating modes is merely a speculative suggestion, there are currently 
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no explanations in the literature for why ion channels can be observed to have 
different gating modes and to make apparently spontaneous transitions between 
them. This is not to claim that electrokinesis would be the only cause of gating 
mode transitions. Electrokinesis could occur in conjunction with G-protein bind-
ing, for example. Although in a recent review of G-protein modulation of Ca 
channels[70], the experimentalists comment that "There is no easy explanation 
for the fact that some investigators observe receptor-mediated Ca++  channel in-
hibition when infusing nucleotide-free solutions into cells." This may, or may not, 
be relevant to electrokinesis. Also, the models differ from each other in that much 
G-protein activity occurs as a result of neurotransmitter action, which means that 
it is not an intraneuronal mechanism, in the strictest sense. A prediction that 
follows from either the electrokinetic or the G-protein binding model, and again, 
assuming that case A, of figure 5-9 represents a high Ca conductance, is that 
dendritic N-type Ca channels will be observed in a low-p 0 mode when actively 
conducting spikes. Analogue integrated circuitry can be designed to demonstrate 
this, and this is what is described in the subsequent two chapters. However, it 
can only be fully determined by direct experimental evidence. As mentioned pre-
viously, adapting to perform conduction is just one of many possible outcomes 
of alterations in ion channel gating and distribution by, as yet unknown, mech-
anisms. Chapter 6 provides some evidence for the significance of gating modes, 
specifically for the phenomenon of locomotion, whilst Chapter 7 demonstrates 
that it is possible to represent this in analogue integrated circuitry. At the con-
clusion of Chapter 7, a discussion begins as to whether, though possible, it is also 
desirable for gating modes to be represented in analogue integrated circuitry. 
Chapter 6 
Silicon Neurons - Experimental Work 
and Application 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 described the design of the Mahowald and Douglas (1991) "silicon 
neuron". As noted in Chapter 4, the Mahowald and Douglas silicon neuron in-
corporates the highest degree of neurobiological plausibility, or in the language 
of Chapter 3, the highest degree of algorithmic equivalence, of an implemented 
neuron at this time. It was shown that more abstract versions of silicon "neur-
ons" exist, a subset of which reappear in this chapter, where they are used to 
achieve a particular applications goal, specifically, that of providing a central pat-
tern generator for locomotion. This has been a mostly successful venture. The 
challenge for the work described in this chapter is to demonstrate that analogue 
integrated circuitry that implements the Hodgkin-Huxley model creates neurobi-
ologically plausible central pattern generation and permits an additional set of 
behaviours that abstracted neurons are unable to provide. The chapter begins 
with a brief introduction to the neurobiology of locomotion, the half-centre model 
and associated phenomena. 
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Several simulations [33,71 ,72] and one implementation [371 of central pattern gen-
erators for quadrupeds exist in the literature. They incorporate varying degrees 
of neurobiological plausibility in their neuron models and can produce a range of 
locomotor behaviours, or gaits. The silicon neuron is shown to match the simu-
lations cited above, with respect to neurobiological plausibility and repertoire of 
behaviours and has the advantage of having been designed with a specific imple-
mentation in mind. It is considerably more neurobiologically plausible than the 
cited implementation, and whilst both can function adequately as controllers, it 
is possible that the silicon neuron-controlled quadrupedal walking machine has 
the potential to exhibit more versatile behaviours, without requiring additional 
circuitry. 
The silicon neuron chip was simulated using AnaLOG[20]. This provides an in-
teractive graphical environment for schematic simulation and layout. It was de-
veloped in Caltech, in the late '80's, specifically for simulating circuits with tran-
sistors operating in the weak-inversion region, optimised for use with a MOSIS 
2am fabrication process. As explained in Chapter 2, the motivation for operat-
ing neuromorphic VLSI circuits in the weak-inversion region originates from the 
notion of physical equivalence between transistors operating in this region and 
ion channels. However, since most of the circuitry described in Chapter 4 is not 
designed to be physically equivalent to ion channels, this does not apply. The 
motivation for operating the transistors in this circuitry in the weak-inversion re-
gion is the consequent low-power consumption, although the advantages offered 
by this have not yet come to fruition. 
The simulation of the weak-inversion region using standard tools, such as HSPICE, 
is notoriously difficult, since the relevant models are often unavailable. AnaLOG 
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uses the Enz, Krummenacher, Vittoz (EKV) model for CMOS devices in the 
weak-inversion region. The EKV approximation produces square-law behaviour 
for large values of its argument and exponential behaviour for small values. Thus, 
if the argument is a function of gate voltage, the result is source-drain current. 
And, unlike HSPICE, the transition from exponential to square-law is continuous. 
A recent version allows parameter values to be specified by the user for model fit-
ting to alternative fabrication processes. AnaLOG has been adapted to allow the 
simulation of circuits in the weak-inversion region for the Mietec 2.4gm CMOS 
process. The technical details of the adaptation of AnaLOG for the Mietec 2.4gm 
process are to be found in Appendix A. 
The intention was initially to simulate and compare the results for the two fab-
rication processes. The results were expected to be different, notably since the 
transistors were not resized to take the different scales of the fabrication pro-
cesses into account. However, it was examined whether if, despite these expected 
disparities, the Mietec 2.4m process-tuned neuron in simulation would produce 
action potentials of a qualitatively and quantitatively similar nature to that of 
a MOSIS 2m process-tuned neuron. This would demonstrate that the circuit 
is robust to alterations in transistor size and variations in process parameters. 
It would also confirm that a silicon neuron could be fabricated using alternative 
processes from the original, without necessitating a radical redesign of the cir-
cuitry. Further simulations were then carried out for a network of two neurons, to 
demonstrate the effects of inhibitory coupling, and to determine plausible mech-
anisms for bursting, inhibition and fatigue. These phenomena are required if the 
silicon neurons are to be used as the central pattern generator in a controller for 
a walking machine. 
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The next two sections present results from simulation and implementation, for 
both single neuron and inhibitorily coupled neuron operation. The subsequent 
section describes the application of coupled neurons in the control of a quad-
rupedal walking machine. Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of 
the silicon neuron, with respect to the walking machine and the possiblities for 
implementing additional behaviours. Appendix B describes the technical details 
required to design and implement a silicon neuron in an alternative fabrication 
process to the one originally used. (The original was a MOSIS 2im process, the 
work described here uses a Mietec 2.4tm process). The majority of this work 
involved resizing the transistors and redesigning the sub cells to ensure that they 
complied with Mietec design rules. All capacitors were redesigned to have more 
symmetric structures in order to reduce mismatch between them. Several layout 
errors in the original design were corrected. Finally, the subcells were rearranged 
so that they made a more efficient use of silicon area. The technical specifications, 
layout plans and test circuitry are to be found in Appendix B. 
6.2 The Neurobiology of Locomotion 
Locomotion that involves steps taken by legs, requires a rhythmic alteration of 
antagonistic muscles; flexors and extensors. The step cycle has two phases: con-
traction of flexor muscles is responsible for the swing phase - when the foot is off 
the ground and flexing forward and contraction of extensor muscles is responsible 
for the stance phase - when the foot is planted and the leg is extending relative 
to the body. Flexor and extensor muscles are shown in figure 6-1, with the spinal 
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Figure 6-1: The flexor and extensor muscles and spinal cord circuitry of a 
quadruped 
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6.3 The Half-Centre Model 
A hypothetical model of a small set of intraspinal neurons that produces rhythmic 
behaviour (a central pattern generator (CPG)) is called the half-centre model. 
The simplest form of this model proposes that interneurons controlling flexor 
and extensor motor neurons have reciprocal inhibitory connections. i.e when one 








Figure 6-2: The half-centre model of rhythmic alternating activity in the flexor 
and extensor motor neurons of the legs. 
6.3.1 Tonic and Phasic Spiking 
The activity of the neurons is in the form of phasic spiking (bursts), rather than 
tonic spiking (the production of individual spikes). The mechanics of spiking 
were described in Chapter 4. To recap here, spikes are generated by the inward 
Na+ current followed by the outward K+  current.  Ca++  also enters the neuron 
during the spike leading to activation of the K + —after hyperpolarisation (KAHP) 
conductance. This contributes to the afterhyperpolarisation and slows the return 
of the membrane potential to the threshold for activation of a succeeding action 
potential. Phasic spiking occurs when the hyperpolarisation deinactivates the 
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KAHP conductance which increases the duration of the afterhyperpolarisation. 
The hyperpolarisation also deinactivates a low threshold Ca conductance. As 
the hyperpolarisation decreases, the membrane potential reaches threshold for 
activation of the low threshold Ca conductance, producing a long, slow depol-
arisation. During this long, slow depolarisation a brief series of spikes are gener-
ated. Ca++ ions enter with each spike, faster than the neuron can remove them, 
so [Ca++Ii gradually rises until, after a number of spikes, the Ca—dependent 
K+ channels are activated. They hyperpolarise the neuron and shut off activity 
and Ca entry.. Then the whole process repeats itself. The hyperpolarisation is 
therefore critical in the generation of phasic spiking. Neurons that are capable of 
producing phasic spiking can generate rhythmic behaviours. Many fundamental 
behaviours, such as breathing and walking require the continual rhythmic stimu-
lation of a set of muscles. Also, neurons with phasic properties are used to secrete 
neurohormones into the circulation. An example is that of oxytocin-containing 
neurons that are located in the hypothalamus of mammals, used in the control of 
lactation. Phasic spiking results from a combination of conductance alterations, 
namely, sustained K+  hyperpolarisation, accumulated Ca and deinactivated 
Ca-dependent K. 
The rhythmic alternation of activity could occur as a result of a number of mech-
anisms, which may be dependent on, or independent of each other: 
• decay of bursting as a result of the Ca-dependent IK+  conductances 
• fatigue of inhibitory synapses, as a result of neurotransmitter depletion, 
which causes the strength of inhibition to decline with time. (Though the 
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• adaptation of the neurons to phasic descending input, where response to a 
consistent input declines with time. 
. post-inhibitory rebound, in which the threshold for excitation of a neuron 
decreases as a result of past inhibition. 
6.4 Locomotor Gaits of Quadrupeds 
There are at least eight possible quadruped locomotor gaits. They can be rep-
resented as a cycle in which the phase of the whole cycle is normalised to one, 
figure 6-3. This shows the delays between each of the legs for the various gaits. 
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Figure 6-3: The phase differences between the legs of a quadruped for eight 
locomotor gaits 
In order to reduce the problem faced by a silicon neuron-controlled walking ma- 
chine, the work will concentrate on replicating only the walking and trotting 
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gaits. This can be done without any loss of neurobiological plausibility, since this 
less evolved method of locomotion - involving only lateral movement of the limbs 
(a sprawling posture) - and exhibiting only walking and trotting gaits, can be 
observed in salamanders and some other amphibians. [73,74,75] 
6.5 A Discussion of the Relevant Literature 
It has been demonstrated in several places in the literature [33,71] that a central 
pattern generator (CPG) can be constructed from four oscillators (of which the 
silicon neuron is an example), that can produce most, if not all, of the gaits shown 
in figure 6-3. Figure 6-4 is a table of three of the most relevant CPG models 
(those which retain some degree of neurobiological plausibility) and their features, 
with the model described in this chapter included for comparison. There are two 
principle features, which vary from model to model, the first is the connection 
architecture and the second is whether gait transitions are produced by intrinsic 
or extrinsic parameter alteration, i.e intraneuronal or interneuronal alteration. 
The Pate! and DeWeerth model is the least neurobiologically plausible, their ap-
proach is justified by asserting that any, more complex neurons, would require a 
large number of transistors to implement and that this would restrict its use in 
systems with a high number of nodes. This is characteristic of an intraneuronal 
vs interneuronal debate - researchers that use simplified models will therefore 
emphasise the importance of large architectures and connectivity. The Ellias-
Grossberg model is neurobiologically plausible. Its only disadvantage is that it 
was not designed with a specific implementation in mind. The virtues of imple- 
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AUTHOR Patel & DeWeerth Eflias & Grossberg Canavier etal. Coffin & Still 
1997 1997 1997 1998 
NEURON Morris - Lecar Hodgkin- Huxley Reduced Hodgkin- Huxley 
MODEL Hodgkin - Huxley 
ANIMAL None Cat Cat, horse Salamander 
MODEL 
FEATURES Two - state model Four - state model 
Representing As described Represents: As described 
the envelope' membrane potential 
of a burst, i.e intracellular calcium 
the calcium average spike freq. 
conductance. activation of current 
No individual 
spikes  
Not commited to a 
full architecture 
as yet. 
INPUT Current injection Tonic - phasic Tonic - phasic Current injection 
GAIT By alteration of By alteration of By alteration of By alteration of 
TRANSITIONS level of current phasic component tonic component contralateral 
injection of input of input delay. 
i.e tonic component 
Semi-intrinsic Extrinisic Semi-intrinsic Intrinsic 
GAITS Will depend on Walk, trot, pace, Walk, trot, pace, Walk, trot 
ACHIEVABLE chosen architecture gallop, pronk bound gallop 
REPRESENTATION Neurons simulated Architecture Architecture Architecture 
and implemented simulated simulated simulated. 
Machine 
implemented 
Figure 6-4: A table of relevant CPG models. *Achieving the bound gait is 
significant because many previous models could not make a transition from a 
bound gait without extrinsic parameter alteration e.g selective hype rstimulatio n of 
neurons 
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mentation (synthesis) have been discussed in Chapter 2. The discussion at the 
end of this chapter raises one issue of relevance to locomotion and locomotor gaits. 
The Canavier et al. model, whilst unable to produce discrete spikes, does model 
the average spike frequency as a function of the other three variables. In addi-
tion, the rates of change of activation and calcium concentration are dependent 
on the spike frequency. This creates a feedback effect, which enhances the com-
plexity of the neuron's response to changes in input. They provide a quantitative 
description of this in terms of the phase response curves for the neurons. They 
have found that "PRCs that have a complex shape enable a circuit to produce a 
wider variety of patterns, and since complex neurons tend to have complex PRCs, 
enriching the repertoire of patterns exhibited by a circuit may be the function of 
some intrinsic neuronal complexity." 
6.6 Design and Implementation of a Silicon Neuron 
A discussion of neurons and the ways in which they can be described and sub-
sequently modelled, was the topic of Chapter 4. The chapter continued with an 
explanation of the 1991 Mahowald and Douglas silicon neuron; how the design 
represents the activation, inactivation and kinetic time variables of ion channel 
conductances according to the Hodgkin-Huxley model. At this stage, no changes 
are made to the silicon neuron design. These are carried out in the novel sil-
icon neuron design presented in chapter 7. As mentioned in the introduction, all 
technical details concerning the chip described in this chapter, can be found in 
Appendix B. Although the Mahowald et al., neuron circuitry has been described 
in several places [9,76,77], published documentation does not extend much beyond 
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this. This chapter, in conjunction with Appendix B, represents the only full ac-
count of a silicon neuron, including layout and implementation details, currently 
in existence. 
6.7 Results from Simulation: Single Neuron Be-
haviour 
The figures below show graphs of the silicon neuron circuit simulated for figure 
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Figure 6-5: Graph of membrane potential (Vm) output for silicon neuron circuit 
tuned for MOSIS 2 um process. 
It can be seen that the Mietec-tuned neuron also produces action potentials of a 
similar peak amplitude, around 3V, with a similar resting potential, just above 
2V, and roughly the same duration, around 10-20msec. Unfortunately, this does 
not tell us anything definite regarding the circuit's robustness to process vari-
ations, or whether the differences in circuit behaviour are occurring as a result 
of changing the fabrication process and could therefore be compensated for by 
tuning the appropriate parameters directly on the chip test board. The most 
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Figure 6-6: Graph of membrane potential (Vm) output for silicon neuron cir-
cuitry tuned for Mietec 2.4 p process 
significant difference occurs in the hyperpolarisation of the spike. It appears that 
whilst the repolarisation (falling phase) is very rapid, the Mietec-tuned neuron 
then enters a slow phase which eventually takes it to hyperpolarisation before 
it finally returns to rest. However, it was considered that the precise shape of 
the spike would not affect the performance of the neurons in a central pattern 
generator. 
In order to generate phasic spiking in the simulated neuron, a number of paramet-
ers can plausibly be altered. As described previously, it is the hyperpolarisation 
that is critical in the generation of phasic spiking. Therefore, the sequence of 
events must be initiated by the K+ conductance. Secondly, a Ca conduct-
ance is activated and finally, the Ca++_dependent K+  channels are activated. 
These correspond with alterable voltage parameters in the silicon neuron cir-
cuitry, namely, the K+  time constant of activation, the Ca++  time constant and 
the K+AHP conductance, respectively. Increasing the value of the K+  time con-
stant of activation results in the K+  conductance occurring later than in normal 
spiking, so the calcium influx is increased. There is a corresponding increase in 
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the Ca time constant, to represent an increased rate of calcium influx. Lastly, 
the K+AHP  conductance is increased, allowing the neuron to return to its resting 
potential and subsequently to the spike threshold, the threshold for activation of 
the Na+  conductance again. This describes the process underlying a series of 
spikes. Each spike is generated in the usual way, although it is helpful to lower 
the value of the spike threshold, the threshold for Na activation, to allow the 
generation of a spike during the delayed K+  repolarisation process. 
Figure 6-7 shows the effect of decreasing the K+  time constant for activation and 
the threshold for Na+  activation, and increasing the Ca++  time constant and the 
KAHP conductance. The result is phasic spiking. 
Figure 6-7: Simulation of a phasically spiking Mietec-tuned silicon neuron 
Currently, the four parameters are altered by toggling the values by hand. It 
would be possible to incorporate a way by which the toggling of the K time 
constant for activation would result in an automatic change in the Ca++  time 
constant, the K+AHP  conductance and consequently the threshold for Na+  ac-
tivation, with the appropriate timing. 
6.8. Results from Simulation: Coupled Neuron Behaviour with Reciprocal Inhibition8l 
6.8 Results from Simulation: Coupled Neuron 
Behaviour with Reciprocal Inhibition 
The most common method for simulating inhibitory coupling between neurons, 
is to decrease the magnitude of the inhibited neuron's input by an amount pro-
portional to the inhibiting neuron's output. For initial ease of simulation, the 
inhibiting neuron's output to the inhibited neuron has been directly inverted.' 
Inhibition is represented by an inverter connected to each of the neurons, on 
the "post-synaptic" membrane. Decay is represented by toggling to bypass the 
inverter circuit completely. Figure 6-8 shows a circuit schematic of one of the 
coupled neurons with inverter. The other neuron of the coupled pair is identical. 
The schematic is marked at the point where the inhibitory input occurs. Figure 
6-9 shows the results from simulation of reciprocal inhibition of coupled neurons. 
6.9 Results from Simulation: CPG Behaviour 
with Variable Phase Lag 
The coupled neurons are connected by excitatory contralateral lines to a further 
pair of coupled neurons, as shown in figure 6-10. 
'This method more accurately represents an electrical synapse, or gap junction, 
between the two neurons, rather than a chemical synapse. Representations of chemical 
synapses usually incorporate a time-dependent, voltage-independent conductive path-
way, the expression for which is known as the "alpha function". Details of this can be 
found in most textbooks of neuronal modelling.[78] 
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Figure 6-8: A circuit schematic of one of the coupled neurons with inverter 
representing inhibition 
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Figure 6-9: Rsitlts Jrorri sun u/a/LOT! of reciprocal inluhition of coupled neurons. 
Figure 6-10: Two pairs of inhibitorlly coupled neurons connected by excitatory 
contralaleral delay lines. 
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The contralateral lines convert, the bursts into square wave pulses. This is neces-
sary to allow a delay to he incorporated. Additional circuitry could be designed 
either to transmit the individual spikes of each burst, or else to reconvert the 
square-wave pulses into bursts at the downstream connection. Neurobiological 
CPGs could be investigated to ascertain the most plausible mechanism. However, 
the intention here is only to demonstrate the principle of delay in the generation 
of locomotor gaits. The delay is introduced onto the lines to generate the phase 
differences required for representing the two quadruped gaits. These delays can 
be altered to allow transitions between the gaits. The delay lines are implemented 
by controlling the current through the transistor marked on the circuit schematic 
in figure 6-11 
This voltage sets the width of the delayed pulse 
delmy 
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In this circuit, initially, the current is mirrored so that regardless of the delaying 
effect, the membrane potential value remains unaltered. The subcircuit that sets 
the width of the delayed pulse does so by performing a thresholding operation 
when the input pulse is decayed enough to produce the falling phase of the output 
pulse. The subcircuit that sets the amount of delay performs a thresholding 
operation when the input pulse reaches a value that is high enough to produce 
the rising phase of the output pulse. Simulations of the entire CPG architecture 
are shown in figure 6-12 
6.10 A Silicon Neuron-Controlled Quadrupedal 
Walking Machine 
This work was carried out in collaboration with Susanne Still of the Institute for 
Neuroinformatics, ETH, Zurich.[18] In summary, the walking machine consists 
of a flat, rectangular body, 11cm x 12cm, parallel to the ground, with four DC 
motors attached parallel to the front axis of the body, and four independently 
driven legs. A diagram of the robot is shown in figure 6-13. 
Transitions between gaits can be made to occur by altering the delay parameters 
in response to simple sensory input from, for example, tactile and optical sensors 
that are attached to the legs. The machine's behaviour can be observed by 
tracking the trajectories of the feet and simultaneously recording the internal 
states of the neurons. 









Figure 6-12: Results of simulation of the entire CPG architecture 
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Figure 6-13: A diagram of the quadrupedal walking machine 
6.11 Results from Implementation: Single Neuron 
Behaviour 
The chip was inserted into the experimental setup detailed in Appendix C and 
measurements taken with an oscilloscope. The input voltages to the chip were 
then altered ("tuned") to obtain spiking behaviour. Initially, all parameters were 
set to zero, apart from Vdd at 5.OV. Then the leakage conductances were activ-
ated. This resulted in a membrane potential of 0.714V. If the leak conductance 
is altered, the resting potential alters accordingly. This demonstrates that the 
leakage subcell of the chip is correctly functioning. Current injection is increased 
slowly, at 0.97nA the membrane potential suddenly increases: this is the current 
injection value at which spiking will be initiated. The sodium parameters are then 
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set; the maximum conductance of Na+,  or spike amplitude and the threshold for 
sodium activation. The Na+  time constant for inactivation sets the rate at which 
the spike decays to rest. All parameter values are shown in table 6-1. A rough 
spike then appears, as shown in figure 6-14. Relevant parameter values and how 











Table 6-1: Parameter values of the silicon neuron. INJUP denotes cur-
rent injection, VMEM: the membrane potential output, NA*:  Nat,  KD*  K, 
CAL* : Ca and KA*:  KAHP. Whilst ON denotes activation, OFF: inac-
tivation, KNEE: a threshold, SAT: the maximum conductance and TAU: the 
time-dependence. (This follows the naming convention used by Mahowald and 
Douglas) 
This demonstrates that an action potential can be formed with just a sodium 
conductance activation and inactivation. The potassium parameters are added 
in the same way. Values are shown in table 6-2, and this produces the spike 
form shown in figure 6-15. This demonstrates the contribution of potassium to 
the spike - the maximal K conductance determining the depth of the falling 
phase, which is set a little higher than the maximum Na+  conductance, in order 
to represent hyperpolarisation. The amplitude is 40mV, width 0.5ms and with 
spikes occurring approximately every 80ms, a frequency of around 12.5 Hz. 
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Table 6-2: Parameter values for the silicon neuron, incorporating Na+  and  K+ 
conductances 





Figure 6-15: Spiking produced in the presence of Na+  and K conductances. 
The Mietec-implemented silicon neuron produces spikes that are much smaller 
and less frequent than those of the MOSIS-implemented silicon neuron. The 
MOSIS-implemented silicon neuron spikes have a resting potential of approxim-
ately 1.8V, and amplitude of 1.6V, width 1-3 ms and a frequency of around 40 
Hz. A comparison of Mietec- and MOSIS-implemented silicon neurons is shown 
in figure 6-16. 
When altering the leak conductance, the membrane potential should move between 
the K+  conductance and the Na+  conductance. These were set to 1.3 and 3.OV 
respectively, but the membrane potential only moves from 0.6V to 0.892V. This 
might suggest that something is latching the membrane potential at an incorrect 
level. Shifts in the values of the K+  conductance and the Na+  conductance result 
in corresponding shifts in the range of values for membrane potential, but no over-
all increase in the absolute range could be obtained. So, the Mietec-implemented 
silicon neuron has a considerably narrower range than the MOSIS-implemented 
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Figure 6-16: A comparison of spiking in Mietec-, MOSIS-implemented silicon 
neurons and a real neuron. (Note that spiking in real neurons can have a wide 
range of values. A trace is included here merely to give an indication of a feasible 
set of values). 
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silicon neuron. This could be a result of imprecision in scaling the subcells for the 
Mietec process. The result is that its values could be said to be more neurobio-
logically realistic than the MOSIS ones. Its firing frequency of 12.5Hz is within 
the neurophysiological range. 
6.12 Discussion 
This chapter has described the design and implementation of a silicon neuron, 
based on the Hodgkin-Huxley model, and demonstrated how this implementation 
could be used to create a central pattern generator for a quadruped machine that 
can possess several locomotor gaits. It also discussed how this work compared 
with other relevant models. One thing that emerged was a debate over intran-
euronal and interneuronal parameter alteration. As a generalisation, the more 
neurobiologically plausible a neuron model, the more scope it has for altering its 
overall output by way of intraneuronal, rather than interneuronal, change, and 
the less it is necessary to rely on interneuronal parameter change. However, in the 
case of quadruped locomotion, there are strong arguments for the neurobiological 
plausibility of interneuronal alteration: such alteration can represent intraspinal 
neurons being modulated as a result of afferent input from peripheral sensory or-
gans. There is evidence for this from the observation that various pathways from 
mesencephalic regions to the spinal cord appear to be involved in gait transitions 
in cats. The decision was taken not to build a machine that used Hodgkin-Huxley 
neurons for a central pattern generator, until it could be demonstrated that the 
increase in complexity would provide a quantitative improvement in the machine's 
behaviour. There are several possible ways to do this. One is to find evidence 
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for behaviours resulting from intraneuronal adaptation, ideally behaviours that 
can only result from intraneuronal adaptation. If this is found then it would be 
possible to use the mechanism of intraneuronal adaptation described in Chapter 
5, section 5.7. It is suggested that this evidence might be found in less evolved 
organisms, such as the salamander, since their locomotion is primarily controlled 
by spinal regions, rather than cortical ones, which is likely to reduce the role 
of extrinsic input. Earlier in the thesis, it was remarked that no claims were 
being made to the effect that a neuromorphic engineering method was the only 
way to explore neurobiological phenomena. The phenomenon of locomotion does, 
however, provide a case for the usefulness of implementation (synthetic neurobi-
ology), over simulation (virtual neurobiology). It could be argued that the only 
way to ensure that a particular intraneuronal process is required for successful 
locomotion, is to embed the model in a physical reality which has features of 
friction, inertia, delay and noise. Furthermore, a species-specific model may be 
required. 
Some preliminary evidence has been obtained for intraneuronal adaptation in-
volving the gating modes of mechanogated channels in Xeno pus Oocytes[79]. In 
summary, the gating modes can adapt between a phasic, high-pass mode and a 
tonic, low-pass mode. A similar process can be observed in audiovestibular hair 
cells. In addition, flexion neurons in Tritonia exhibit spike frequency adaptation 
to maintained excitation. [80] This takes the form of shaping bursts by preventing 
an increase in spike rate despite a continued increase in input and also prema-
turely terminated spiking at high input intensity. Finally, there is theoretical 
evidence[81] that spikes do perturb the envelope of bursting and that models 
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which do not take the effect of individual spikes into account, may incorrectly 
predict tonic and phasic behaviour. 
Canavier et al. demonstrated that the ability to vary the spike frequency per-
mitted their CPG to produce gait transitions by altering, almost exclusively, the 
intrinsic parameters. The delay on the contralateral lines of the Collin-Still model 
could be made to depend upon spike frequency and this would make the model 
equivalent to the Canavier et al. one, with the advantage of being tailored for 
implementation. However, although Canavier et al. assert that their neuron 
model relies only on intrinsic alteration, it is still dependent on changes in the 
phasic input. Whilst this certainly shifts the burden of alterability to the neuron 
itself, extrinsic alteration is present. A possibility for improvement is to design 
a neuron that is even less dependent upon extrinsic alteration, and from a rel-
atively unchanging extrinsic input, can adapt to produce an alteration of output 
behaviour. A third possibility would be to move away from locomotion and to 
apply the model to a neurobiological system which has been found conclusively 
to depend upon individual spikes. For example, coincidence detection systems, 
or systems where the temporal nature of the signals is important, for example, 
in the Vilith auditory nerve. 
Chapter 7 
Neuromorphic Ion Channels - 
Experimental Work 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapter 6 introduced the first stage of the exploration of intraneuronal adapta-
tion using analogue VLSI circuits. The result was a set of silicon neuron chips, 
based on the Mahowald and Douglas silicon neuron design with, though for reas-
ons as yet undetermined, a narrower range of behaviour. In simulation, it was 
demonstrated that the neurons could be used as a central pattern generator for 
quadrupedal locomotion, but a decision was taken not to implement a host ma-
chine, unless the extra complexity - the intraneuronal or intrinsic parameters 
could be justified. This chapter describes the second stage of the exploration, the 
design and implementation of neuromorphic ion channels. In order to be able 
to manipulate parameters representing gating modes and electrokinesis, it is first 
necessary to deviate a little from the Mahowald and Douglas design. Even so, the 
designs described here are complementary to the original design and are likewise 
modular in form, allowing them to be deactivated, if required, and its behaviour 
returned to the default neuron behaviour. Specifically, it is necessary to alter the 
95 
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time-dependence, Tq circuitry, so that different gating modes can be represented 
with different time constants of activation. The first section describes how the 
time courses of the different gating modes are translated into the Tq circuitry, 
and also how the adaptation task described in Chapter 5 is translated. There are 
two primary aims for this work. The first is to demonstrate that it is feasible for 
changes in the gating of ion channels to alter the overall output of a neuron, and 
the second is to demonstrate that, using this as a mechanism, a simple task is 
possible, such as adapting to perform conduction. A number of issues arise as a 
consequence of this work, about the role of gating modes in neuromodulation and 
the significance of adaptation. The work also has implications for neuromorphic 
engineering in general. These are presented in the discussion at the end of the 
chapter. Again, the technical details of the design and implementation of the ion 
channels chip is described in an appendix, Appendix C. Some sub-circuits were 
simulated in HSpice, whilst others were simulated in AnaLOG and the chips were 
fabricated in the Mietec 2.4gm process. 
7.2 The Relationship Between Gating Modes and 
Time-Dependence Circuit Variables 
Introducing new parameters into a model has the potential to increase the un-
constrainedness of the model, to a point where it loses its predictive power. So 
far, only the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism has been used. This has the advantage 
that its variables have been experimentally verified. In introducing a new chan-
nel type into the model (N-type Ca), care has been taken to use all available 
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experimental evidence to describe its characteristics. The time constant of ac-
tivation, Tq,  was introduced in Chapter 5. The linear function that best fits the 
experimental data for Tq  in N-type Ca channels is shown in equation 7.1. The 
experimental data was obtained from voltage-clamp and channel blocking studies 
of rat sensorimotor pyramidal neurons.[82,83] 
1.25 
Tq 
= cosh(-0.031(mV - 2.9)) 
(7.1) 
This has the form shown in figure 7-1. This is the input-output relation that the 
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Figure 7-1: Time-dependency of activation of N-type Ca++  channels, taken 
from characterisation of rat sensorimotor pyramidal neurons. 
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The way in which Tq relates to the variable q that appears in the Hodgkin-Huxley 
formalism for conductance is shown in equation 7.2 
= a(1 - q) - /3q q(qoo - q)7 q 	 (7.2) 
where the dot notation is used to denote differentiation with respect to time. 
Finally, the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism equation for channel current is shown in 
equation 7.3. 
'Ntype = (( CNmax c++  .u)q2)(V - ENC++ ) 	 ( 7.3) 
As presented in Chapter 4, the time-dependence, Tq  variable, was implemented 
using a circuit in which the output voltage "followed" the input voltage, the 
proximity of the two voltages being determined by a bias voltage that sets the 
transconductance of the circuit. This represents the neurobiological process of 
the rate at which ion channels follow alterations in the membrane potential. The 
membrane potential provides the input to the activation circuit downstream of 
the time-dependence circuit and determines where on the sigmoid the output will 
be obtained from. This output controls the conductances through the channel. 
The circuit allows one degree of freedom, namely, the trans conductance, steepness 
or rate of ion channel response. The time-dependence circuit described in this 
chapter, on the other hand, provides a fixed representation of the time-dependent 
variable, 'rq . It also ultimately controls the conductance through the channel, but 
it does so by using the membrane potential itself to determine the rate of events, 
rather than the rate of change in membrane potential. This rate is represented as 
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a voltage value which is input to the activation circuit and, as before, determines 
where on the sigmoid the output will he obtained from. It is clear that the 
transfer function of the time-dependence circuit is not identical to the transfer 
function of the time-dependence of activation of N-type Ca channels. This 
again demonstrates the concept of algorithmic equivalence. The algorithm that 
produces the former transfer function is a representation of the latter. 
Tq  describes the rate of opening of an ion channel, and how this varies with the 
membrane potential. Altering the width of Tq changes the voltage range that 
can produce maximal rates of opening. Supposing that the width was increased 
- this would have the effect of increasing the voltage range at which maximal 
rates of opening could be achieved. This would, in turn, increase the probability 
of channels being open at any one time. Therefore, an alteration in the width 
of 'rq  will alter an ion channel's open probability. According to experimental 
evidence on the gating modes observed for N-type C a++ ion channels, the three 
modes can be distinguished on the basis of open probability. Hence, they are 
categorised as high-p 0 , with an open duration of approximately 3ms, medium-p 0 , 
with an open duration of approximately 1.5ms and low-p 0 , with an open duration 
of approximately 0.3ms. Therefore, high values of width correspond with high-p 0 , 
medium values of width with a medium-p 0 and low values of width with a low-p 0 . 
The next problem was how to determine width values that would be appropriate 
for representing each of the three gating modes. Given that the neuron will be 
assigned the task of adapting to perform conduction, the distribution of channels 
after adaptation will he to have diffused as far away from neighbours as possible, 
and this will he observed as the low-p 0 mode. The assumption is that when 
channels are clustered together, observed as the high-p 0 gating mode, this config- 
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uration effects the membrane in such a way that it is unable to conduct. In the 
medium-p0 gating mode, there may he partial conduction, whilst in the low-p 0 
there will he full conduction of spikes. Crucial to the effect of a change in the 
width of the time-dependent variable on the membrane potential is the summa-
tion of the output of the three channels. The summation circuit, described in Ap-
pendix C, was configured to produce s'ublinear summation. In neurophysiological 
terms, this effect occurs because the current through a channel is proportional to 
the difference between the local membrane potential and the reversal potential. 
The change in membrane potential due to simultaneous channel opening will be 
smaller if the membrane potential is already near the reversal potential. Sublin-
ear summation occurs when a set of neighbouring channels of the same type, are 
activated synchronously. 
7.3 Design and Simulation of the Time-Dependence 
Circuit 
The follower-integrator used in the Mahowald and Douglas design is replaced 
with a circuit that produces the input-output relation shown in figure 7-1, and 
allows alteration of the width of the curve. The circuit is shown in figure 7-2. 
This circuit was adapted from a circuit designed by David Mayes[84,85] 
The membrane voltage input goes into the node Vin in the figure. The voltage 
Vcentre sets the centre of the "bell-shape". The output of this part of the circuit 
Idist feeds into a second, smaller circuit, where Vwidth can be altered to vary 
the width of the bell-shape. The final output, Vdist, feeds into the activation 
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Vdist 
Figure 7-2: Circuit to produce a bell-shaped curve with alterable width. 
circuitry, as the Tq circuit did originally. The technical details of this circuit can 
be found in[84]. 
7.4 Results from Simulation: The Time-Dependence 
Circuit 
This circuit was simulated in HSpice and produces a series of curves for a range 
of values of Vwidth. Three distinct time-dependent variable curves for each of 
the three gating modes were then obtained. These are shown in figure 7-3 
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Figure 7-3: Results from the time-dependence circuit 
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7.5 Results from Simulation: Testing the Feas-
ibility of Gating Modes Altering the Overall 
Behaviour of the Neuron 
The complete chip contains three alterable channel circuits, the output from each 
circuit is summed (with sublinear summation, as described previously) and the 
resulting output becomes the membrane voltage that is supplied to the soma. Fig-
ure 7-4 is a circuit schematic of the three alterable channel circuits and figure 7-5 
shows spikes produced in simulation at the neuron soma. The decision was taken 
to use results from simulation to test the feasibility of gating modes altering the 
overall behaviour of the neuron, rather than the previously obtained results from 
implementation because the results from implementation were not considered to 
be an accurate reflection of the proper function of the neuron. Indeed, it will 
he seen in section 7.8 that the results from the subsequent implementation bear 
little relationship to the simulations. 
7.6 Results from Simulation: The Adaptation 
Task 
The adaptation task was described in Chapter 5. It is presented here again in the 
context of the Tq  width values. In case A., of figure 5-9 in Chapter 5, all three 
channels are adjacent. This proximity results in the channel at X possessing mi- 
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Figure 7-4: A circuit schematic of the three alterable channel circuits 
Figure 7-5: Graph of membrane potential (Vm) output for silicon neuron cir-
cuitry tuned for Mietec 2 .4 1um process 
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tially maximum open probability (a high 17width value). In B., two of the channels 
remain adjacent, whilst one has moved away from its neighbour, the open prob-
ability of channel X decreases (a reduction to a medium Vwidth value). Finally, in 
C., channels have low Vwidth values. With width values having been determined 
for high-, medium- and low-p 0 gating modes, an adaptation circuit was designed 
to make transitions between the gating modes that were dependent upon the 
width values. This was carried out using a comparator, which "monitors" the 
width value, and if it gets above a certain threshold (the channel conductance at 
which, it is assumed, the electrokinetic force on the channel causes it to move) it 
then lowers the widths until it falls below threshold. This represents the situation 
whereby channels with a high open probability, move away from their neighbours, 
thereby reducing the influence of the neighbours on the channel. The threshold 
value will depend upon the width values selected to represent the modes. All but 








Figure 7-6: A comparator, used as adaptation circuitry 
1.1mV 
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Simulations of the complete chip with all three channel circuits represented were 
carried out and the Vwidth values of the circuits were altered to represent cases 
A., B. and C. of figure 5-9. Transitions between gating modes resulted in an alter-
ation of resting potential of approximately 0.1mV The results in figure 7-7 show 
how this translates to an effect on spike conduction. Again, this is carried out in 
simulation, under the assumption that the previous results from implementation 
do not reflect the proper function of the circuit. 
1.2mV 
 
high p gating mode 
medium p gating mode 
lmV" 
 
low p gating mode 
Figure 7-7: Results from the adaptation task 
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In the high- and medium-p 0 modes, spikes are not conducted. Spike conduction 
does not properly occur until transitions to the low-p 0 gating mode. 
The chip was simulated in both HSpice and AnaLOG software[20], layout for the 
chip was carried out using CAD software, Cadence 9401/4.3 and fabricated using 
the Mietec 2.4itm process. The dimensions of the chip are 4635 x 4445im. 
7.7 Results from Implementation: The Soma 
It should be noted that all previous results in this chapter are taken from AnaLOG 
simulation of the circuit, and that given the results from implementation of the 
circuit presented in Chapter 6, these might not be - expected to be a good predictor 
of the results from implementation. This is considered further in the discussion 
for this chapter. Four chips in total were tested. Chips no.s one and four were 
tuned with all initial parameter values (excepting Vdd) at zero. Chips no.s two 
and three were tuned using the final parameter values of chip no. one as the 
initial parameter values. Table 7-1 shows the parameter values for the spikes 
produced at the neuron soma for chip no. one, shown in figure 7-8. 
In the implemented soma, the amplitude is 40mV, width 0.5ms and with spikes 
occurring approximately every 80ms, a frequency of around 12.5 Hz. 












Table 7-1: Parameter values for the first chip 
Figure 7-8: Oscilloscope output from silicon neuron chip 
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7.8 Results from Implementation: Demonstrat-
ing Alteration of Overall Behaviour by Dif-
ferent Gating Modes 
The following results show the effect of a range of Tq width values on the overall 
spiking output of the neuron. Parameter values were as given in table 7-1, except 
for the changes shown in table 7-2. 
NDDACT 4.0 
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Table 7-2: Parameter values for a range of Tq width values 
The traces show a small increase in the amplitude of the spikes until a Tq width 
value of 2.OV. After this point, the amplitude neither increases nor decreases sig-
nificantly. However, in addition to this initial increase in spike amplitude, there is 
an increase in the difference between the pre-spike and post-spike levels, primarily 
as a result of a decrease in the pre-spike level, that continues to increase until a 
Tq width value of 3.OV. This suggests that an increase in Tq , or open probability, 
of ion channels hyperpolarises the membrane. Figure 7-10 shows the traces su-
perimposed. This indicates that the deviation of values is small, a difference of 
approximately 4mV in amplitude and hyperpolarisation by approximately l2mV. 
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Figure 7-10: Oscilloscope traces for a range of Tq width values. Chip no. 1 
The same procedure was carried out for the three other chips. The results for 
chip no. 2 are shown in figures 7-11 and 7-12. 
Chip no. 2 shows some variations in response from that of chip no. 1. Again 
the amplitude of the spike increases until a Tq  value of 2.OV is reached. However, 
pre-spike hyperpolarisation also increases until this value is reached, and then 
shows a decrease in hyperpolarisation. 
The results from chip no. 3 are shown in figures 7-13 and 7-14. 
Chip no. 3 shows no significant increase in amplitude as the 'rq width value 
increases. The amplitude remains constant until a Tq width value of 2.OV, where 
the amplitude decreases significantly, and continues an erratic decrease for still 
higher values of Tq width. For chip no. 3, there is no significant increase in the 
hyperpolarisation of the membrane prespike. 
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Figure 7-11: Oscilloscope traces for a range of Tq width values, chip no. 
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Figure 7-12: Oscilloscope tcac(. for a range of r width values. Chip no. 0 
Finally, chip no. 4, which was retuned from all initial parameter values at zero. 
The final parameter values are shown in table 7-3 
The results for chip no. 4 are shown in figures 7-15 and 7-16 
Chip no. 4 shows no perceptible increase in spike amplitude as the Tq  width value 
increases. After a Tq  width value of 2.OV it shows a general decrease in spike 
amplitude. The difference between pre- and post-spike levels remains relatively 
constant throughout. 
From these traces, three Tq width values were selected, on the basis of them 
displaying some degree of separability. These are shown, for all four chips, in 
figures 7-17, 7-18, 7-19 and 7-20 
It can be seen that only chip no. 1 could be successfully separated into high, 
medium and low Tq width values, for all three regions - prespike. spike and post- 
spike, and for both the amplitude and the width of the spike. With chip no. 2, 
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Figure 7-13: Oscilloscope traces for a range of rq width values. Chip no. 



























Table 7-3: Parameter values for chip no. 
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Figure 7-15: Oscilloscopc ii-ac for a range of Tq width values. Chip no. 











Figure 7-16: Oscilloscope traces for a range of Tq width values. (]hip no. 
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Figure 7-17: Oscilloscope traces for high, 'medium and low Tq width values. 
(hip no. 1 






Figure 7-18: Oscilloscope (races for high, medium and low Tq  width values. 





Figure 7-19: Oscilloscope traces for high, medium and low Tq width values. 
( 'hip no. 3 
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Figure 7-20: Oscilloscope traces for high, medium and low r width values. 
('hip no. 
only the postspike region was partially separable. For chip no. 3, the spike region 
was separable, but only for amplitude and not for width and the postspike region 
partially separable and for chip no. 4, only the spike region was separable, not 
for amplitude, but possibly for width. 
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7.9 Results from Implementation: The Adapt-
ation Task 
The Tq  width values obtained for each of the gating modes, with just one chan-
nel active, were then applied to all three ion channels, and altered by hand, to 
represent cases A, B and C of the adaptation task. The values are shown in the 
tables 7-4 and 7-5. The results of applying the 'rq width values to all three of the 
channels, for each chip, are shown in figures 7-21, 7-22, 7-23 and 7-24. 
chipi A 	B 	C I chip2 A 	B 	C JJ 
ACT1WIDTH 1.5 	0.0 	0.0 ACT1WIDTH 1.5 	1.0 	1.0 J] 
I ACT2WIDTHX 2.0 	1.5 	0.0 ACT2WIDTHX 3.0 	1.5 	1.01 
ACT3WIDTH 1.5 	1.5 	0.0 ACT3WIDTH 1.5 	1.5 	1.0]] 
Table 7-4: Parameter values for high-, medium- and low Tq width values for 
cases A, B and C of the adaptation task, for chips no.s 1 and 2 
chip3 A B C 	I chip4 A B C]] 
rKCT1WIDTH 2.5 2.0 2.0 ACT1WIDTH 1.0 0.5 0.5 
ACT2WIDTHX 3.0 2.5 2.0 ACT2WTDTHX 2.0 1.0 0.5 
ACT3WIDTH 2.5 2.5 2.0 ACT3WIDTH 1.0 1.0 0.5 
Table 7-5: Parameter values for high-, medium- and low Tq width values for 
cases A, B and C of the adaptation task, for chips no.s 3 and 
All four chips show some degree of separation between the trace for post-adaptation, 
case C, and the traces for pre-adaptation, cases A and B. Whether this is signi-
ficant enough to classify output C, but not that of A or B, as proper conduction 
is unclear, though chips no.s 1 and 4 are the best candidates. C of chip no. 1 
has a greater amplitude and width, whilst C of chip no. 4 has a greater width 
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Figure 7-21: Results of the adaptation task, chip no. 1 
Figure 7-22: Rf:sults of the adaptation, task. chip no. 
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Figure 7-23: Results of the adaptation task. chip no. 
Figure 7-24: Results of the adaptation task. Chip no. 
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only. This corresponds with the success of separating the spike region of a single 
channel into high-, medium- and low-p 0 gating modes. Chips no.s 1 and 4 were 
tuned with all initial parameter values at zero, whereas chips no.s 2 and 3 were 
tuned using the parameter values of chip no. 1 as a benchmark. The former 
method is more time-intensive and likely leads to more appropriate parameters, 
so it is unsurprising that the results are improved. 
7.10 Results from Implementation: Self-Regulation 
of the Adaptation Task 
The next experiment was to allow the ion channels to self-regulate their adapta-
tion by using the comparator circuit. The result of this for chip no. 1 is shown 
in figure 7-25, where the blue line indicates the membrane potential before the 
comparator circuit is activated, and the red line indicates the membrane potential 
after the comparator circuit has been activated. 
Whilst the pre- and post-adaptation membrane potentials do separate, and could 
he categorised into non-conduction and proper conduction using some threshold-
ing mechanism, the results are even less conclusive than those where Tq width 
values are set manually, as shown in figure 7-21. This could be the result of a 
general masking effect caused by the addition of the comparator circuitry, and 
specifically, the off-chip switching mechanism. For this reason, the experiment 
was not repeated for the remaining chips. Additionally, a thresholding mech-
anism would introduce an element to the model that had no neurophysiological 
correlate. 
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Figure 7-25: Results of the self- regulaiing adaptation task. The blue line indic-
ates the membrane potential before the comparator circuit is activated, the red line 
indicates the membrane potential after the comparator circuit has been activated. 




The results show some degree of intraneuronal adaptation for the task specified. 
However, there are some issues to consider. One is that it is possible to construct 
a model in such a way that it will inevitably complete its given task successfully. 
This relates to the point made in Chapter 3 concerning the determination of ap-
propriate constraints for a model. The ultimate aim of the work is to construct 
a model that can be used to make predictions about ion channel behaviour with 
respect to intraneuronal adaptation. In order to retain neurobiological plausib-
ility, at least at the level of algorithmic equivalence, it is necessary to represent 
ion channels and some mechanism of adaptation. It is then possible to make 
choices about what degree of information to incorporate into the model. For 
example, data from voltage-clamp studies of rat sensorimotor pyramidal neurons 
and observations of N-type Ca channel gating modes was incorporated. This 
data provides constraints on the model. An input-output relation for Tq  circuitry 
is specified, thereby constraining the choice of circuits for representing Tq . An 
alternative would be to use a circuit that provided an abstract, only computa-
tionally equivalent, representation of Tq . The disadvantage of this method is that 
it involves making assumptions which may not be bourne out by experimental 
evidence. This was apparent in the discussion of Chapter 6, in which theoretical 
evidence was mentioned, which demonstrated that the assumption that an ab-
stract representation of phasic spiking could correctly predict neuronal behaviour 
was misplaced. However, in order to have predictive ability, a model is necessar-
ily involved with uncertainties, and therefore some assumptions are required. For 
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this model of ion channel behaviour and intraneuronal adaptation, it has been 
suggested that gating modes occur as a result of adaptation. The degree to which 
this is an assumption is lessened somewhat by the fact that there is evidence for 
gating modes and for intraneuronal adaptation and only the interdependency 
of them is assumed. It is also assumed that conditions might arise whereby a 
nonadapted patch of membrane is unable to conduct spikes, whereas an adap-
ted patch has this ability. If these assumptions and conditions are reasonable, 
a tentative prediction can be made - that dendritic N-type Ca channels will 
be observed in a low-p 0 gating mode when actively conducting spikes. Generally, 
however, it would be inappropriate to draw too many neurobiological implications 
from these results, as some of the parameters are only indirectly and qualitat-
ively linked with neurobiological processes. A quantitative investigation has not 
been carried out to characterise any electrokinetic force, to determine numerical 
values for it, or to determine how it might vary with distance and how this would 
quantitatively affect gating modes. 
Another point relates to the viability of implementing in analogue VLSI a mech-
anism which has not been satisfactorily simulated. In simulation, the transition 
between gating modes resulted in an alteration of resting potential of approxim-
ately O.lmV. The implemented circuit described in Chapter 6, had a range of only 
200mV. Both these values are small with respect to the range of the function-
ing of integrated circuits and so greater consideration might have been given to 
whether to implement the simulated circuits at all. One might wonder, therefore, 
exactly what contribution an analogue integrated circuit representation of gating 
modes and adaptation can make. This issue concerns both the choice of system 
to model, as well as the methodology. It is possible that a better choice of sys- 
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tern to model could have been made, using higher, and therefore more detectable 
and measurable voltage values. Given the time it takes to design and fabricate 
analogue integrated circuits, these issues need to be well thought through before 
embarking on a full neuromorphic process. Chapter 8 discusses the potential con-
tribution, future contributions and issues concerning neuromorphic engineering 
in general. 
Chapter 8 
Explorations of Neurobiology with 
Analogue ICs - Conclusions 
This thesis has described the use of analogue integrated circuits to investigate 
neurobiological phenomena and to make predictions about these phenomena that 
can be verified by physiological experimentation. This places the work within 
the field of computational neuroscience and, like computational neuroscience, it 
is concerned with determining the degree of information it is necessary to incor-
porate in a model, the degree to which it is reasonable to incorporate information 
in an abstracted form, and when it is reasonable to omit information altogether. 
All models, regardless of the method used to construct them, depend on the fact 
that the medium the model is composed of is more fully characterised than the 
medium that the system being modelled is composed of. When an unnecessary 
amount of information is incorporated, the model is in danger of becoming less 
well characterised, to the point where it can be as opaque as the system be-
ing modelled. Neuromorphic engineering has thus far depended on the fact that 
analogue integrated circuits are more fully characterised than neuronal circuits. 
Neuromorphic engineering has been described as both a methodology for system 
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synthesis and as an explanatory activity. If it is to he used as a methodology 
for system synthesis, then a successful outcome is usually only dependent upon 
the creation of a useful application. If, however, it is to be used as an explan-
atory activity, it becomes necessary to demonstrate that the outcome has, or 
can have, predictive ability. Computational models are thought to possess this 
property because there is considered to be an equivalence between the brain and 
computational systems. The issue of determining the degree of information to 
incorporate in a model relates to this concept of equivalence. If equivalence is 
being considered at the level of the computation performed by a neuronal circuit, 
then it might be less necessary to incorporate information about the behaviour 
of individual neurons, than if the equivalence being considered is at the level of 
the physical nature of the computation performed by a neuronal circuit, say, or 
at the level of the computation performed by an individual neuron. There are 
therefore two issues arising for any project using neuromorphic engineering as an 
explanatory activity. One is the choice of level at which to model: computational, 
algorithmic or physical, and the other is the choice of system to model. 
The thesis began with a discussion of Carver Mead's notion of a physical equival-
ence between field-effect transistors and ion channels in the neuronal membrane. 
The unique feature of neuromorphic engineering is its capacity to model a sys-
tem at the physical level. Digital computer simulations (virtual neurobiology) 
do not model at this level, but use abstracted representations of the physical, or 
algorithms. However, subsequent work in neuromorphic engineering does not ex-
ploit this physical equivalence and as such, the only advantage that the algorithms 
used possess over algorithms used in simulation is computational speed. If the 
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system modelled has a significant temporal component, the use of implementation 
may he justified by speed alone. 
It is also the case that the work presented in this thesis of representing the elec-
trokinesis of ion channels, uses only an algorithmic equivalence, and as there is no 
significant fast temporal component to this mechanism, it is perhaps an unwise 
choice of system to model. Particularly when there is insufficient quantitative 
information available to ensure the validity of the algorithmic equivalence. Per-
haps the most obvious suggestion for further work, therefore, is to obtain more 
quantitative information. For example, experiments could be carried out, using 
the experimental setup of Delcour[2,1], in conjunction with the measurement of 
ion channel movement, to determine whether there is any correlation between the 
gating modes observed and ion channel movement. If this was demonstrated, it 
would suggest an alternative to the state diagrammatic description of ion channel 
behaviour and provide a fresh perspective on intraneuronal processes occurring 
outside development. A second experiment would be to observe the gating modes 
present during conduction of spikes in dendrites. Other possibilities include devis-
ing an experiment to measure any electrokinetic forces present with ion channels 
in the membrane, extending the model and subsequent implementations to in-
clude clusters of ion channels or synapses, and exploring intraneuronal phenomena 
in sensorimotor systems, where they can perhaps be most easily observed and for 
which more quantitative information might exist. Incorporating more quantitat-
ive information increases the chance of algorithmic equivalence being present. 
As described previously, the Mahowald and Douglas silicon neuron is capable 
of producing a membrane potential spike in response to current injection. The 
circuit uses differential stages and low-pass filters to represent activation, mac- 
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tivation and time-dependent variables. In order to properly exploit the physical 
equivalence between transistors and neuronal membranes, these variables would 
have to be properties of the single transistor itself. For example, the activation 
variable is the dependence of the opening of the channel upon the membrane 
potential. In a field-effect transistor, this is equivalent to the dependence of the 
formation of the channel depletion region upon the gate voltage. In a neuron, 
this relationship is a result of the movement of gating particles from the intra-
cellular to the extracellular face of the membrane. In a transistor, it is the result 
of the repulsion of free electrons from the region under the gate. In neurons, 
this is described by the m variable of the Hodgkin—Huxley model. In transist-
ors, by equations for the change in surface potential, which is dependent upon 
the oxide capacitance, charge density and the permittivity of silicon. m differs 
from one channel type to another, whilst the surface potential differs with the 
degree of doping of the silicon. However, transistors do not undergo a process 
equivalent to inactivation, unlike many ion channel types. Finally, the time-
dependent variables - for ion channels this varies from hundreds of microseconds 
to many seconds. In transistors, it is instantaneous. It remains to determine 
the implications of a transistor's inability to inactivate, and its instantaneous 
time-dependence. 
To improve the physical equivalence, it is necessary to examine more closely the 
device physics of field-effect transistors. This might force a shift in perspective 
from asking the question, for example, about adaptation: "How can silicon be 
used to model neurobiological adaptation?" to asking: "How might a silicon 
entity adapt?" This may also cause a shift from using analogue integrated cir-
cuits as a tool to make predictions about neurobiological phenomena, to making 
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analogue integrated circuits that exhibit some of the characteristics that define 
life. However, the two approaches are not mutually exclusive. It may also involve 
the use of silicon technologies other than analogue integrated circuit design. The 
latter approach may be particularly relevant when considering phenomena that 
do not as yet, have any silicon equivalent, such as mobility of substances larger 
than charge particles. Work in this area includes using genetic algorithms and 
field-programmable gate arrays to evolve hardware [86,87,881. Circuits are demon-
strated to be capable of evolving to form functional digital logic units using less 
transistors than human designers. The reason is that the circuits are using prop-
erties of the circuits that designers ignore, such as parasitic capacitances and 
conductances between circuit elements. The significance is that the circuits use 
the silicon's inherent properties to solve the task. The danger, for a modelling 
approach is that, as mentioned previously, modelling is possible by virtue of the 
fact that the technology used to model the system has properties that are better 
understood than the system being modelled. This is often not the case for the 
inter-device (parasitic) properties of integrated circuits. 
Exploiting the physical equivalence implies that integrated circuits will be of sys-
tems composed primarily of ion channels. However, this spreads over a spectrum 
of evolutionary sophistication of organisms and biological components. At one 
end, there are unicellular, eukaryotic organisms such as Paramecium, next, car-
nivorous plants, then Coelenterates (including jellyfish), through to mammalian 
neurons, such as pyramidal cells of the cerebral cortex and of Purkinje cells of 
the cerebellum. Degree of sophistication could be a measure of the variety of ion 
channel types present and of structural complexity. For example, Na+  channels 
are a relatively late evolutionary occurrence, as is the transition from generating 
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graded potentials to generating action potentials. This thesis suggests that it 
may be beneficial to study organisms with less sophisticated ion channel config-
urations and cellular structural complexity. This has the additional advantage 
that the link between ion channels and observable behaviour is relatively direct. 
Paramecium, for example, are unicellular, eukaryote organisms that are found 
free-swimming in freshwater pools. Behaviour in these organisms is accomplished 
by ion channel processes. An example of this is its behaviour upon encountering 
an obstacle: mechano-sensitive calcium channels are opened. The resulting de-
polarising potential activates calcium channels in the ciliary membrane, turning 
the orientation of the ciliary power stroke, so that the Paramecium swims back-
wards, until potassium channels are activated, repolarising the cell. In addition, 
Paramecium have been used in many interdisciplinary studies of the biophysics 
and cell biology of membrane polarisation and of sensory-motor behaviour in a 
unicellular organism. They are almost entirely characterised and since they have 
no recourse to mechanisms other than ion channels, provide an excellent medium 
for studying them. An additional advantage is that it would not be necessary 
to represent phenomena such as the action potential - a complex form of elec-
trical signalling that took millenia to evolve. An exploration of Paramecium with 
analogue integrated circuitry would use the physical equivalence of field-effect 
transistors and ion channels and result in an autonomous silicon organism with 
a complete behavioural repertoire capable of allowing predictions to be made, 
not just about ion channels, but about behaviour. This would represent a very 
successful outcome for neuromorphic engineering. 
In general, it is profitable for neuromorphic engineers to retain close ties with 
experimentalists such as neurophysiologists. At the same time, neuromorphic 
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engineers profit from having a wider perspective on the neuroscience field than 
is perhaps possible from within one subdiscipline. Ideally, this allows them to 
perform a successful synthesis of apparently disparate phenomena. However, the 
conclusion of this thesis is that there are two ways to ensure the fruitfulness of 
neuromorphic engineering. That explorations of neurobiology with analogue in-
tegrated circuits should either exploit the physical equivalence between field-effect 
transistors and neuronal membranes or else model, with algorithmic equivalence, 
a system for which real-time modelling is useful or necessary. 
Appendix A 
Modification of AnaLOG for the Mietec 
2.4,um Process 
A.1 Introduction 
This appendix to Chapters 6 and 7 describes some aspects of AnaLOG and the 
technical details required to adapt the AnaLOG simulation environment for use 
with a Mietec 2.4gm CMOS fabrication process. A complete account can be 
found in[20]. This appendix provides an outline of how the simulation environ-
ment was adapted. The first section describes the Enz, Krummenacher, Vittoz 
(EKV) model for CMOS devices in the weak-inversion region. The second sec-
tion describes the parameters and how they can be adapted and the third section 
describes improvements that could be made to the accuracy of the parameters. 
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A.2 AnaLOG 
The screen is divided into three sections, the upper section contains a clock, which 
displays the current time and current timestep during simulation, the middle 
section is the drawing area, and the lower section contains the circuit symbols 
for use in drawing a schematic, and all the AnaLOG commands. All the circuit 
symbols can be configured to the values required, for example, a transistor has 
configurable parameters for length, width, kT/q and parasitic capacitance etc. 
Circuits can be saved to, and loaded from, files. AnaLOG simulates circuits 
constantly, even during editing, although circuit parameters can always be reset 
to their initial values. Any number of voltmeters and ammeters can be used to 
monitor the circuit during simulation. Transistors are equivalent to SPICE level 
2 in complexity. They were initially tuned for a 2 micron process and to be most 
accurate in the weak-inversion region. Voltage and current sources can generate 
a number of different waveforms. It is possible to gain an intuitive feel for the 
voltages in the circuit by selecting a mode which displays the circuit in varying 
colours, according to the voltage being carried. AnaLOG has a Scope mode, 
which displays plots of output waveforms and can be written to a file. It is also 
possible to obtain a SPICE file from a circuit drawn in AnaLOG. The AnaLOG 
workspace, with a silicon neuron schematic, can be seen in figure A—i. 
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A.3 The EKV Model 
The significant property of the EKV model is that it provides square-law beha-
viour for large values of its argument and exponential behaviour for small values. 
Therefore, if the argument is an appropriate function of gate voltage, the result 
is source-drain current. The transition from exponential to square-law behaviour 
is continuous. The problem with the usual parameterisation of device models 
is that it is not physically realistic to alter any one parameters without mak-
ing corresponding adjustments in all the other parameters. For AnaLOG, the 
EKV model has been adapted to allow the use of three parameters which are 
independent from the physical process and can therefore he adjusted to allow 
modelling of different fabrication processes. The adapted model is used by the 
devices NFET7F and PFET7F - Four terminal N- and P- channel transistors, 
respectively. 
A.4 Parameters for Transistor Models in Ana-
LOG 
• Physical parameters - these provide the quantitative information about 
the materials used in semiconductor device construction. 
• Independent parameters - these parameters are independent in process 
terms and are of significance in the AnaLOG model, as they are used to 
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"adjust" the model for specific technologies and specific fabrication runs, 
they are: 
- Q - charge due to surface states in the channel. Charges in the 
channel surface states arise from several sources. Fabricators often use 
a channel implant step which creates a fixed charge in the channel in 
order to lower V. This is most commonly done for well devices in an 
N-well process. This parameter is not normally extracted or published 
for SPICE purposes. Q shifts the threshold voltage and subthreshold 
current. This is why it is used as a fabrication "tuning" parameter. 
Na - substrate doping concentration. The value for this parameter is 
usually depth dependent and the doping profile affects device beha- 
viour. 
 yo - 	- carrier mobility. This value simply scales the value of the threshold 
current 
• Fabrication parameters 	these are the properties of devices which are 
determined by the processing steps used in fabrication. Most of these para-
meters are routinely measured for each fabrication process and reported as 
SPICE parameter values, but there are several which require the user to 
obtain her own values from experimental data. This is explained in the 
section below. 
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AnaLOG default 	Altered parameters 
(MOSIS 1.2 micron) (Mietec 2.4 micron) 
nmos 	pmos 	nmos 	pmos 
Physical parameters 
Temperature (K) 298 
Boltzmann's constant (joulefK) 1.380658e-23 
Charge on an electron (coulomb) 1.60217733e-19 
Permittivity of a vacuum (f/rn) 8.854187817e-12 
Permittivity of Si 	(f/rn) 1.035939974589e-10 
Permittivity of Si0 2 (f/rn) 3.453133248630e-11 
Silicon-oxide interface charge -0.3 
Independent parameters 





Fixed oxide charge (Q 	) 0.00061 0.000126 0 
2 2 





lambda (LAMBDA * e-6) 0.6e-6 0.6e-6 le-6 le-6 
oxide thickness (TOX) 200e-10 200e-10 400e-10 422e-10 
potential at neutral edge 
of depletion region (PSI) 0.6 0.6 0.61 0.68 
bulk doping 
concentration (NSUB) 3.106e+16 2.692e+16 0. 141e+16 0.911e+16 
carrier mobility (UO) 686.6 205.0 610.7 233.42 
Ldrawn - Leff (LD) 0.33e-6 0.41e-6 0.22e-6 0.35e-6 
Wdrawn - Weff (WD) 0.49e-6 0.04e-6 0.028e-6 0.06e-6 
Drain-dependence Na factor 0 0 0 0 
Early effect slope parameter 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 




active area capacitance (CJ * e-13) 262e-18 470e-18 689e-18 312e-18 
well-to-bulk capacitance le-18 1 272e-18 le-18 100e-18 
overlap capacitance (CGSO * e-6) 3.9687e-16 4.7888e-17 1.8e-16 2.8e-16 
gate capacitance (CGBO * e-6) 3.8241e-16 3.5683e-16 5.57e-16 5.57e-16 
Figure A-2: Parameters required in the AnaLOG model for simulation of cir-
cuits in the weak-inversion region for both MOSIS 2,am and Mietec 2.4jzm pro-
cesses. The equivalent level 3 HSPICE parameter is shown in uppercase. 1 Since 
the n-channel transistor is in the substrate, this parameter is meaningless. An 
insignificantly small non-zero value is used to prevent numerical problems in sim-
ulation. 2,3  Set to these values for initialisation. 
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A.5 Improving the Accuracy of the Parameters 
There is some minor additional work to be carried out in order to provide a thor-
oughly Mietec-tuned simulator. The simulator contains some predefined devices, 
such as transconductance amplifiers, which, as yet, still use the original MOSIS-
tuned parameters. The solution to this is to redraw these devices from their 
Mietec-tuned component parts, simulate their behaviour and incorporate the val-
ues obtained into the equations used by the simulator for its predefined devices. 
Also, the values used for the Early effect slope and intercept parameters were for 
initialisation. More accurate values can be obtained by creating Id,  vs. Vd 8 curves 
for Mietec-tuned transistors of different lengths and gate voltages and fitting the 
following equation: 
	
1ouL Inorm *(1+\c *lds) 	 (A.1) 
where 'norm  is the output of the transistor model with all effects except for the 
Early effect modelled, 
where, 
Earl y/(V + L - Lo) 	 (A.2) 
where L is the length of the transistor and V g is the gate voltage. 
Finally, the Independent parameter values were for initialisation only. Obtaining 
more accurate values is a fairly detailed process and is not described here. It 
Appendix B 
Technical Details: Silicon Neurons 
B.1 Introduction 
This Appendix to Chapter 6 describes the technical details required to implement 
a silicon neuron in a Mietec 2.4km fabrication process. The first section uses the 
example of capacitors to describe how alterations were made to ensure compliance 
with the design rules. The second section includes circuit diagrams and layout 
plans of each of the sub cells, and of the complete chip plus pads, alongside layout 
plans for the original MOSIS fabrication. The final section provides details of the 
test circuitry and experimental setup. Layout for the chip was done using CAD 
software, 'Cadence 9401/4.3", and fabricated by Europractice. The dimensions 
of the chip were 4411 x 3886 microns. A legend for the layers in the layout plans 
is shown in figure B—i 
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Figure B—i: A legend for the layers seen in the layout plans. 
B.2 Subcells of the Silicon Neuron 
B.2.1 Capacitor Redesign 
Capacitors can be formed by placing two conducting layers, in this case, polysil-
icon - "poiyi" and "poiy2", separated by a dielectric, in this case, an oxide layer. 
This is shown in figure B-2. The top plate defines the area of the capacitor. 
There are a number of design rules relating to the use of poly2 layers. Exact 
specifications cannot be divulged, as the rules are confidential, however it is 
possible to outline a few constraints: 
• There are some layers which cannot be placed on top of a poiy2 layer. 
• When placing legitimate layers on top of a poly2 layer, there are minimum 
distances of overlap to observe. 
- 
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Figure B-2: Polyszizcon-oxzde-polyszizcort capacitor. 
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A polyl layer placed on top of a poly2 layer must he placed entirely within 
the poly2 layer. 
According to these rules, the capacitors laid-out for MOSIS fabrication are not 
legal. In order to comply with the design rules, capacitors were "pulled-out" from 
the core of each suhcell. Metal2 lines have also been pulled out, although this 
is not strictly necessary. The design rules, to some extent therefore, dictate how 
a capacitor can be laid-out. In addition, there are principles of analogue design 
that suggest good techniques for the layout of certain components. 
The capacitance of integrated circuit capacitors is given by: 
t o:,; 
	 (B.1) 
where T_ ox is the dielectric constant of the oxide, lox  is the thickness of the oxide, 
and A is the area of the capacitor. It is possible for errors in capacitance values 
to he introduced by variations in the oxide thickness. These can be reduced 
by designing capacitors to have a common centroid geometry.[89] Plates can he 
square, in order to minimise the relative error in the length and width definition. 
Figure B-4 shows these principles applied to a subcell of the silicon neuron, laid-
out for a Mietec process. 
One of the subcells of the silicon neuron consists of an array of capacitors. This 
subcell occurs 10 times across the layout. In two of the occurrences, it represents 
the membrane capacitance, in the other S occurrences, it represents a dendritic 
capacitance. In addition to complying with the design rules, and following good 
techniques of analogue design, capacitance had to be recalculated to take into 
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Figure B-3: A Theoretical Example of Capacitor Layout with Common Cent roid 
Geometry. (From Allen, P. and Holberg D., 1987, CMOS Analog Circuit Design). 
Figure B-4: An Actual Example of Capacitor Layout with Common Centroid 
Geometry 
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account the scaling difference between the two fabrication processes, and the 
different sheet capacitance (CP) values for the polysilicon layers. 
GA2 
VMEM2 
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B.2.2 Leakage (NODE) 
The leakage circuit contains a wide-range transconductance amplifier that rep-
resents the leakage conductance, as described in Chapter 4. 
Figure B-5: Leakage (NODE) Circuit Schematic 
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Figure B-6: Layout for MOSIS Fabrzcated NODE 
Figure B-7: Layout for Mictcc-Fabricated NODE 
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B.2.3 Sodium (NA) 
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Figure B-8: Sodium (NA) Circuit Schematic 
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Figure B-9: Layout for MOSIS-Fabricated NA 
Figure B—b: Layout for Mietec-Fabricated NA 
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Figure B—li: Potassium (KD) Circuit Schematic 
Figure B-12: Layout for MOSIS-Fabricated AD 
Figure B-13: Layout for it'Iietec-Fabricated KD 
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Figure B-15: Layout for MOSIS-fabricated K1-1 
Figure B-16: Layout for Metec Fabricated kA 
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B.2.6 Calcium (CAL) 
Figure B-17: Calcium (CAL) Circuit Schematic 
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Figure B-18: Layout for MOSIS Fabricated CAL 
Figure B-19: Layout for Mietec—Fabricated CAL 
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B.2.7 Complete Core (TESS) 
Figure B-20: Layout for MOSIS-Fabricated Complete Core 
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Figure B-21: Layout for Mictec—Fabricated Complete Core 
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B.3 Test Circuitry and Experimental Set-up 
The test board was constructed using the original schematics for the Mahowald 
and Douglas silicon neuron. It was originally constructed by Brian Baker (Depart-
ment of Psychology, University of Oxford). A plan of the test board is included 
below: 
U!: A power supply chip that converts the battery voltage to 5V and 5.5V. 
(The capacitors and resisters surrounding are necessary for the proper 
function of U  and U2). 
As UI. 
An astable oscillator. 
An analogue switch. 
U5 : A buffer amplifier for the injection signal (INJUP).U3, U4 and U5 
ensure that the signal going to pin 29 is a square wave of adjustable 
frequency and with accurate known amplitudes. 
U6: A buffer for the scope trigger, and to invert the signal going to the analogue 
switch (U4). 
P1 - P40: 100K Potentiometers for netting the parameters of the chip. 
P41, P42: 1K Potentiometers 
P43 - P46: lOOK Potentiometers 
J1 - J40: Jumpers 
PL1: 9V supply, 30mA current limit 
pin 32: Membrane voltage output 
pin PL5:2: Injection current. 
pin 27: Calcium concentration 
P43, P44: Timing of square wave input. 
Figure B-22: A Wiring Diagram for the Silicon Neuron Test Board 
Appendix C 
Technical Details: Neuromorphic Ion 
Channels 
C.1 Introduction 
This Appendix to Chapter 7 describes the technical details required to implement 
and test the function of N-type Ca ion channels in a Mietec 2.4pm fabrication 
process. The Appendix contains circuit schematics, equations and layout for: 
• The Activation Time-Dependence Circuit 
• The Summation Circuit 
The Adaptation Circuit 
As before, layout for the chip was done using CAD software, "Cadence 9401/4.3", 
and fabricated by Europractice. The dimensions of the chip were 463511m by 
4445tm. The circuits were designed to be modular, so that they could be included 
or excluded from the circuit as required and also so that they were compatible 
with the original neuron design, and could he used to complement its function if 
the opportunity arose. 
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C.2 Subcells of Neuromorphic Ion Channels 
C.2.1 The Activation Time-Dependence Circuit (Tq ) 
The suhcircuit outlined by a dashed line in figure c-i is removed and replaced 
by the activation time-dependence circuit shown in figure C-2 
Figure C--i: Pic Location for the Time-Dependence Circuit 
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Figure C-2: The Activation Time-Dependence Circuit 
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Figure C-3: The Activation Time-Dependence Layout 
Figure C-4: The Time-Dependence circuit after inclusion in the Ca++  activa-
tion circuit 
C.2. Subcells of Neuromorphic Ion Channels 
C.2.2 The Summation Circuit (E) 
M5 
>VMEM 
Mi 	M2 	 M3 
from 	from 	from 
channel channel channel 
circuit #1 	circuit #2 	circuit #3 
Figure C-5: The Summation Circuit 
Figure C-6: The Summation Layout 
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C.2.3 The Adaptation Circuit (ci) 
Threshold Output 
Figure C-7: The Adaptation Circuit 
Figure C-8: The Adaptation Layout 
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Figures C-9 and C-10 show the circuitry and layout that connect the three ad-
aptation modules. 
SWITCH 
WIDTH INPUT TO 
COMPARATOR 
Figure C-9: Circuitry connecting the three adaptation modules 
Figure C-10: Layout for the connections bLtwecn the tl,rce adapat ton modules 
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C.2.4 Complete Core (WEE HENRIK) 
Figure C-i 1 shows how all three ion channel circuits are connected into the C a++ 
activation circuitry, with the adaptation circuitry also shown. 
Figure C-il: A Schematic of all three ion channel circuits and adaptation 
circuitry 
q 	 dr.dt 	t 	 Z 
r Incti..II.a eInw( dn.ziI 	 tlnuII 
Figure C-12: A Diagram of the Location of the Ion Channel Modules Within 
the Silicon Neuron 
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Figure C-13 shows the pads and layout of the complete chip. 
Figure C-13: The Complete Chip Layout 
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